
A rehabilitation project that reawakens mysteries of the past and simultaneously evoke the need to tell stories about it.  
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Abstract 

Hidden in the western outskirts of Pre-

toria lies the remains of what used to 

be the protector of the West, known 

as ‘Westfort’. Just before the outbreak 

of World War II, the fort was disman-

tled, stripped down for its steel and 

left to fall into ruin (Van Vollenhoven 

1998:25). 

This dissertation addresses the ongo-

ing process of ruination and isolation 

within highly contested continuums of 

change. By rehabilitating this forgotten 

ruin, Westfort might awaken mysteries 

of the past and simultaneously evoke a 

need to tell stories about it. 

Samevatting

Versteek in die westelike uithoeke van 

Pretoria is die oorblyfsels van die voor-

malige bewaarder van die Weste, van-

dag bekend as ‘Westfort’. Kort voor die 

Tweede Wêreldoorlog uitbgebreek het 

is die fort gedemonteer, gestroop vir 

sy staal, en aan totale verval oorgelaat 

(Van Vollenhoven 1998:25).

Hierdie verhandeling spreek die eindel-

ose proses van ruïnasie en isolasie in 

hoogs bestrede tye van verandering 

aan. Deur hierdie verlate ruïne te reha-

biliteer, kan Westfort moontlik raaisels 

van die verlede ontbloot en terselfde-

tyd ‘n behoefte skep om stories daar-

oor te vertel. 

The Heritage Portal will act as the me-

diator in celebrating the continuity of 

our collective and continuous South 

African heritage through the experi-

ence of narration. The intention of 

the project is to protect the heritage 

significance of the Westfort precinct, 

secure its future value, and introduce 

continuity through experiential archi-

tecture.

KEYWORDS: 

Ruination, collective, experiential, 

rehabilitate, narration, continuity

a Lost and 
   forgotten ruin

a Beacon of 
     continuity and 
      belonging

Die Erfenisportaal sal as bemidde-

laar optree in die viering van ons ge-

meenskaplike en deurlopende Suid 

Afrikaanse erfenis deur middel van 

vertelling. Die intensie van die projek 

is om die geskiedkundige belang van 

Westfort te beskerm, om sy toekom-

stige waarde te bevorder, en om kon-

tinuïteit deur die ervaring van argitek-

tuur bekend te stel. 

KERNWOORDE:

Ruïnasie, kollektiewe, ervaring, reha-

biliteer, vertelling, kontinuïteit
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1.1//
PROPOSED 
CONTEXT

Hidden in the western outskirts of Pre-

toria lies Fort Daspoortrand, which was 

later renamed by the British as West-

fort (Van Vollenhoven 1998:25). This 

majestic fort was built in 1898 and 

forms part of a larger family of mili-

tary fortifications that was established 

on the surrounding ridges of Pretoria, 

in order to protect and resist the un-

welcome British forces from both the 

north and south (Saggacci 2015:40). 

Also hidden and just a stone’s throw 

away from the old fort, remnants of 

the original Westfort Leper Institution 

are still intact at the foot of the Wit-

watersberg ridge. Established in 1886 

as the former Daspoort Hospital, this 

site proved its flexibility in response to 

the immediate needs of greater soci-

ety. In 1902, the site was programmed 

to accommodate the Pretoria Leper 

Asylum, later renamed the Westfort 

Leper Institution, as a segregated and 

self-sustaining community for those 

who were cursed with this incurable 

disease (Breed & Grünewald 2013:54). 

Just before the outbreak of World War 

II, the fort was dismantled, stripped 

down for its steel and left to fall into 

ruin. In 1997, long after the realization 

that leprosy was not contagious, the 

institution was closed down and has 

since become home to roughly 5 000 

informal settlers who illegally occupy 

the buildings, and have taken owner-

ship of the site as well as its heritage 

fabric (Grünewald 2012:16).

Given the state of the current built fab-

ric of both the fort and the institution, 

there is no question that it is in desper-

ate need of attention. Not only is the 

fort vulnerable to both vandalism and 

natural processes of decay, but it re-

mains hidden and forgotten, which is 

detrimental to its historical memory 

and heritage value (Van Vollenhoven 

1998:25). 

Being part of a network of the fortifi-

cation endeavour, Fort West is unique 

(compared to its counterparts) as it 

was designed by French contractors 

with a different approach to the de-

sign. This fort was bigger, more elabo-

rate in its details, structure and materi-

ality, and faced both north and south to 

protect the western portals of Pretoria.

Sharing only a name, the fort and the 

institution were never intended to be 

affiliated, but will hereafter be referred 

to as the ‘Westfort precinct’. Today 

they are both associated with a sensi-

tive and forgotten historical past which 

is slowly disappearing in the aban-

doned landscape of Pretoria West. 

According to a heritage survey on the 

historical value of the leprosy institu-

tion, Naudé (2012:2) states that the 

site is of exceptional cultural signifi-

cance as an institution which was the 

only one of its kind in South Africa. It is 

also recommended that the Westfort 

precinct be considered as a single en-

tity and re-purposed accordingly. 

Archaeologists, heritage specialists 

and other patrons have advocated 

for the restoration of Westfort Leper 

Institution as well as the adjoining 

fort as part of the city’s unique his-

tory, and recommend that it should be 

preserved as a place of remembrance 

(Delport 2015:43).

The main driver in this detrimental pro-

cess of ruination is perhaps the pres-

sures of a changing society. In order to 

rehabilitate or reprogramme our her-

itage fabric it is critical to first deter-

mine its heritage value. This valuation 

should consider our collective heritage 

but, more importantly, the future value 

of this rich heritage precinct. 

 
Figure 1.1:  Collage of historical photo-
graphs of Westfort as a ruin (Van Vollen-
hoven:1998:45)
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1.2// 
the researCh 
probLem

It is argued in this dissertation that, 

with the progression of time, the func-

tion of heritage fabric changes and, 

with that, its inherent value. 

Given the stark conditions of this sig-

nificant cultural landscape, it is as if 

Westfort has ceased to exist. Its inten-

tion to protect was no longer valued 

by society and since then, left alarm-

ing traces of ruination and isolation. 

As emphasized by the heritage impact 

assessment, the Westfort precinct 

is vulnerable to both developmental 

pressures and its current illegal inhab-

itants who have taken ownership of 

the site in the fight for survival (Naudé 

2012:2).

1.4// 
researCh 
intentions

In light of the problem statement and 

research question, this dissertation 

will briefly reflect on the following the-

oretical premises in order to identify an 

appropriate architectural response.

Heritage perspectives

There is no question that Westfort is 

in desperate need of attention in se-

curing its future value. It is often as-

sumed that the authorities of the City 

of Tshwane Metropolitan Municipality 

are to blame for the ruination and neg-

ligence concerning heritage artefacts, 

but perhaps the real issue originates 

from a difference in heritage perspec-

tives.

Inherent value is greatly determined 

by the perspective and interpretation 

of our collective heritage; yet, our cur-

rent South African society still tends 

to contest and segregate heritage ac-

cording to cultural DNA, which leads to 

exemption from protecting the greater 

whole (Clarke & Kuipers 2015:14). 

The identity of place

The differences in our cultural iden-

tities are highly influential in under-

standing the identity of place. Archi-

tect and theorist Neal Leach (2002:3) 

believes that one way of establishing 

a desired image of place is to first un-

derstand how people identify with their 

environment. 

Leach (2002:3) further argues that this 

identification process is not a fixed 

condition but rather an active, shared 

process which is motivated by a need 

to belong. It is therefore valuable to 

first ensure a sense of belonging and 

continuity within our multicultural con-

text that is not detrimental to the au-

thenticity of place. 

Heritage management

If the inherent value of our South Af-

rican heritage artefacts is to a great 

extent determined by our collective 

society, it is then critical to reflect on 

the different valuation criteria. Alois 

Riegl’s essay on the formulation of 

values-based preservation is worthy 

for its method of interpreting the value 

of neglected heritage artefacts (Lam-

prakos 2014:426).

Both the fort and the institution are 

valued for their unique contribution to 

South African heritage, and conform to 

heritage legislation such as the 1999 

National Heritage Resources Act (Act 

No. 25 of 1999) which serves to pro-

tect and preserve our cultural heritage. 

Experiential potential

It is suggested in this dissertation that 

in many conservation projects, often 

the existing or new architectural fab-

ric becomes static or outdated and 

should rather resonate with a more 

holistic objective: preserving and de-

signing for our collective and continu-

ous heritage.
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Figure 1.2:  Photograph of the entry 
portal at Westfort taken in 1987 (Van Vol-
lenhoven:1998)

As a critique on heritage conservation 

approaches, there is still a need for cel-

ebrating the experiential qualities of a 

place which greatly influence its future 

value. The ideal is that the architectur-

al intervention should allow for a more 

holistic and engaging experience that 

respects the historical value but also 

anticipates change.

Heritage narration

The ongoing contestation and docu-

mentation of South African heritage is 

part of the transformation process in 

building the nation. The art of storytell-

ing and testimony is valued for its ca-

pacity to enable and encourage equal 

participation in this transformative 

process (Wieder 2004:23).

In order to include all South Africans in 

a participatory process of narration, it 

is critical to consider different meth-

ods of narration to ensure continuity, 

and potentially secure the future value 

of our collective heritage. 

1.3//
the researCh
Question
 

How can Westfort be rehabilitated 

in order to protect its heritage sig-

nificance, secure its future value, 

and introduce continuity through the 

experiential interpretation of our col-

lective South African heritage?

1.2
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1.5// 
researCh 
methodoLoGY

In order to address the proposed re-

search itentions, the following meth-

ods will be utilized to develop the ap-

propriate architectural response. 

Historical overview

To analyse the current fragility of both 

the fort and the institution, it is critical 

to first research its original intent and 

design to understand its heritage sig-

nificance. A collection of photographs 

and documents from the National Ar-

chives of South Africa (NASA) and the 

Sammy Marks collection will allow for 

a visual understanding of the historical 

context of the buildings and their de-

velopment over time. Publications and 

newspaper articles will inform on the 

public concerns and responses to the 

ruination of the Westfort precinct.

Site interpretation

Local archaeologist, Professor Anton 

van Vollenhoven, will be consulted for 

his valuable and meticulous research 

and insights on Westfort. A series of 

site visits will inspire the imagined fu-

ture condition of the Westfort precinct 

and its contribution to our collective 

heritage. 

Theoretical exploration

In support of the research question, the 

following theoretical premises related 

to collective heritage will be discussed: 

heritage perspectives, identity of place, 

heritage management, the experiential 

potential of heritage projects, and her-

itage narration. 

Precedents

A selection of case studies will be 

discussed to support both a tangible 

and intangible understanding of the 

requirements throughout the design 

process. 

Design methodology

Kafle (2011:191) describes herme-

neutic phenomenology as a research 

methodology that translates the indi-

vidual interpretation of a particular ex-

perience into a collective interpretation 

of the event. This methodology for in-

terpretation will therefore be used as a 

guideline to translate information into 

an architectural representation that 

speaks to the collective. 

1.6// 
Limitations and 
assumptions

Although the entire Westfort precinct 

will be included and considered as one 

holistic entity, the design focus will be 

on the fort itself to illustrate the best 

response to the research problem. 

It is assumed that the current oc-

cupants of Westfort Village identify 

themselves as an established com-

munity and claim ownership of the 

historical built fabric in fear of eviction 

by Tshwane Metro. Although the fort 

has not been declared a national her-

itage monument, it remains under the 

protection of the heritage act (see An-

nexure), and any intervention should 

be motivated accordingly.

01/ INTRODUCTION5 6

Figure 1.3:  Collage of site interpretation 
(Author:2016)
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The Jameson Raid (1895-1896) large-

ly contributed to the second fortifica-

tion period, when the Boer Republic 

was forced to reconsider its defence 

strategies. Taking advantage of the 

elevated vantage points on the ridges, 

four independent forts had been con-

structed by 1898 on the surrounding 

peripheries (see Figure 4). These are 

Fort Wonderboompoort (northern por-

tal), Fort Schanskop, Fort Klapperkop 

(southern portal) and what was then 

known as Fort Daspoortrand (western 

portal), later renamed by the British as 

Fort West.

As a result of a disagreement be-

tween the ruling authorities of the 

time, the design and construction of 

Fort Daspoortrandwas assigned to a 

French firm called Schneider and Co., 

whilst the other three were built by a 

German contractor, Heinrich C.

Werner (Bolsmann 2008:208).

In 1900 the British reclaimed Pretoria 

for the second time and constructed 

additional forts in a third fortifica-

tion attempt. With the vulnerability of 

the railway connections across the 

country, the British implemented the 

blockhouse system to ensure an inde-

structible stronghold. Due to their size, 

these blockhouses could easily be 

constructed along the railway routes 

and at important road crossings 

and, according to Van Vollenhoven 

(1998:177), amount to a total of 8000.

Figure 2.1:  Historical map of the capital 
city indicating the fortification process 
and the position of Westfort (Au-
thor:2016)

02/CONTEXT7 8

2.1

2.1//
the fortifiCation of 
the CapitaL CitY

As Pretoria was the capital city of the 

former ZAR Government (1852-1902), 

its fortification was a critical project in 

a final attempt to retain control over 

the former Transvaal. One of the ma-

jor drivers in the annexation of the 

province was the discovery of gold in 

1886(Van Vollenhoven 1998:2).

Pretoria was established in 1855 and 

its central location was valued by both 

the British and the Boers, resulting in a 

ceaseless battle for supremacy. Due to 

its natural topography, the surround-

ing ridges were utilized as elevated 

vantage points and strategic locations 

to protect the entry portals and railway 

routes into the city (Van Vollenhoven 

1998:2-24). It is also important to note 

the contextual value of the surround-

ing ridges that connect a series of his-

torical artefacts across South Africa.

As a result of this ongoing conflict be-

tween the British and the Boers, the 

fortification project was a continu-

ous process. Both opposing forces 

contributed to it over three consecu-

tive periods between 1880 and 1902. 

During the period of the first fortifica-

tion (1880-1881), British forces oc-

cupied Pretoria and were responsible 

for the construction of a number of 

blockhouses and three forts, namely 

Fort Royal, Fort Tullichewan and Fort 

Commeline. According to Van Vollen-

hoven (1998:12-40) a total of eleven 

fortifications were erected during this 

period, but unfortunately most were 

destroyed in the intense struggle to re-

gain control.
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Figure 2.2: Fort Schanskop after con-
struction (Van Vollenhoven:1996)

Figure 2.3: Fort Schanskop today     
(Author:2016)

Figure 2.4: Fort Klapperkop after con-
struction (Van Vollenhoven:1996)

Figure 2.5: Fort Klapperkop today (Au-
thor:2016)

Figure 2.6: Fort Wonderboompoort after 
construction (Van Vollenhoven:1996)

Figure 2.7: Fort Wonderboompoort today 
(Author:2016)

Figure 2.8:  Current map of Tshwane 
indicating the position of Westfort in rela-
tion to it’s counterparts (Author:2016)
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4

4

Figure 2.11:  Current map of Tshwane 
indicating the position of Westfort in rela-
tion to its counterparts (Author:2016)

    Fort Daspoortrand (Fort West)

Figure 2.9: Fort Daspoortrand after construction 
(Van Vollenhoven:1996)

Figure 2.10: Fort Daspoortrand in ruina-
tion  (Van Vollenhoven:1996)

1989 1987

2.11
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5km

2km 

WESTFORT PRECINCT
LOCALITY PLAN

Westfort precinct

Fort West

Figure 2.12:  Locality map of Westfort 
situated on the western edge of Pretoria 
(Author:2016)
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Treating patients 
(NASA archive collection)

Excavation of entrance and 
passages (Van Vollenhoven 

1998:315)

Multiple artefacts found during 
excavation (Van Vollenhoven 

1998:315)

Fort West eroding away today as a forgotten ruin 
(Author 2016)second FortiFication

Sister Alfonsa with leper patients visiting the 
old Fort (NASA archive collection)

Entrance gateway with steel doors still intact 
(Van Vollenhoven 1998:315)

1954

1980

1987
1989

First documented aerial photograph 
of Fort West indicating the destruc-

tion of the roof 
(Van Vollenhoven 1998:329)

Aerial view of WestFort Village (NASA archive collection)

Swiss Church at Westfort 
(NASA archive collection)

Watch towers at multiple 
entrance gates

 (NASA archive collection)

Octagonal Church at entrance gate 
(NASA archive collection)

Wedding ceremony (NASA archive collection) Patients in front of chronic section lying 
in the sun for treatment 

(NASA archive collection)

Westfort Village today (Author 2016)

Fort Daspoortrand abandoned and in 
Decay (Van Vollenhoven 1998:329)
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WESTFORT PRECINCT
HISTORICAL TIMELINE
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Treating patients 
(NASA archive collection)

Excavation of entrance and 
passages (Van Vollenhoven 

1998:315)

Multiple artefacts found during 
excavation (Van Vollenhoven 

1998:315)

Fort West eroding away today as a forgotten ruin 
(Author 2016)second FortiFication

Sister Alfonsa with leper patients visiting the 
old Fort (NASA archive collection)

Entrance gateway with steel doors still intact 
(Van Vollenhoven 1998:315)
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First documented aerial photograph 
of Fort West indicating the destruc-

tion of the roof 
(Van Vollenhoven 1998:329)

Aerial view of WestFort Village (NASA archive collection)

Swiss Church at Westfort 
(NASA archive collection)

Watch towers at multiple 
entrance gates
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Octagonal Church at entrance gate 
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Wedding ceremony (NASA archive collection) Patients in front of chronic section lying 
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Decay (Van Vollenhoven 1998:329)
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WESTFORT PRECINCT
HISTORICAL TIMELINE (continue)
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2.2//
the Westfort 
preCinCt

As mentioned earlier, the former Fort 

Daspoortrand was assigned to a 

French firm and only later renamed by 

the British invaders as Fort West. The 

German engineers as well as the Ger-

man community were highly disgrun-

tled due to its “French style” and its dif-

ferent approach to the design, spatial 

configuration and finishes (Bolsmann 

2008:209).

This fort was the biggest of them all, 

hexagonal in shape, facing both north 

and south, with electrical hoists to 

support two magazines powered by 

tangue oil engines. With multiple tun-

nels, all the rooms were connected 

to each other and arranged around 

the central courtyard. Two dynamo 

engines were positioned to power 

sophisticated search lights, and a tel-

ephone line connected to the central 

telegraph office meant that it operat-

ed in conjunction with the other three 

forts.

All the facades were executed in 

‘dressed free-stone’ with meticulous 

attention to the lettering work. The 

imprinted detail and extravagant en-

trance portal was by far the most im-

pressive and imposing compared to 

all the other forts (Van Vollenhoven 

1998:98). The elongated entrance por-

tal was signified by its five arches and 

had a double set of steel doors and a 

waiting room to ensure its safety.

Although highly sophisticated, sump-

tuous and unique in comparison to its 

counterparts, Bolsmann (2008:209) 

argues:

… it was considered
‘a warship with broadsides, 

stranded in the veld’

Only in 1898 when the construction of 

the fort was completed, was it realised 

that these fortifications were designed 

as earthen redoubts with underground 

bombproof rooms based on the re-

quirements of the ammunition of that 

time. Given the rapid advances in am-

munition technology, it was realised 

that the fort was outdated even before 

it was finished, and would not be able 

to withstand a bombardment with cur-

rent or future explosives. As impres-

sive as it was, not a single shot was 

ever fired from the fort during the war 

(Bolsmann 2008:210).

According to Van Vollenhoven 

1998:118), in 1905 the fort was con-

sidered as a possible future prison, 

but after inspection it was found to be 

unfit due to its neglected state at the 

time. The fort was dismantled, the roof 

removed, and all the rooms stripped 

down for the main steel components. 

Considering the endless battle over the 

control of the Pretoria forts, it is rather

ironic that it was so easily abandoned 

and forgotten by both the British and 

the Boers.

Figure 2.13:  Floor plan of Fort West as 
commissioned by archaeologist (Van 
Vollenhoven 1996)
Figure 2.14:  Aerial photograph of Fort 
West (Author 2016)
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Figure 2.15:  Site analysis of original 
intent & materials of Westfort (Author 
2016)
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Figure 2.16:  Site documentation of 
Westfort in its current condition (Author 
2016)
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As part of the unique history and cul-

tural significance of the precinct, the 

former Westfort Leprosy Institution 

should also be considered for its valu-

able contribution to South African her-

itage.

The Westfort Leprosy Institution

Although it created a major upheaval 

in South Africa during the early 1900s, 

leprosy was a feared and miscon-

ceived disease, which historically 

received little attention in South Af-

rica when compared to other countries 

(Horwitz 2006:271). 

Leprosy (also known as Hansen’s dis-

ease) is a chronic and infectious dis-

ease that manifests through the nerve 

system on the skin of individuals. If the 

disease was not well managed, the 

nerve system could be damaged, lead-

ing to numbness in the limbs and re-

sulting in deformities of targeted body 

parts. Even before the discovery of the 

biological cause of leprosy, patients 

were condemned and kept at a dis-

tance from inhabited areas out of fear 

of the unknown (Breed & Grünewald 

2013:54).

Horwitz (2006:272) believes that lim-

ited local research has failed society 

by not providing insight into both the 

history and the socio-political issues 

related to the disease, its biological re-

lations, and the isolation policies con-

nected with it. With the introduction of 

the Contagious Disease Act in 1880, 

the treatment of communicable dis-

eases was highly regulated by public

health legislation, which resulted in the 

establishment of multiple treatment 

facilities – as seen in the western parts 

of Pretoria (Kistner 2014:2).

The growing concern for and fear of 

the disease forced the former govern-

ment (the Transvaal Volksraad) to act 

on what had by then become an epi-

demic. In 1897 President Paul Kruger 

put the Leprosy Segregation Law into 

effect, and the following year Westfort 

Leprosy Institution opened its doors. 

At that time Robben Island also ac-

commodated a leprosy asylum which-

was only closed in 1931, after which 

it was integrated with Westfort as the 

only multiracial leprosarium in the 

country (Horwitz 2006:278).

Figure 2.17:  Patient check-up with doc-
tors on site, 1979 (NASA Archive collec-
tion: 2015)
Figure 2.18: One of the patients at 
Westfort Hospital, 1963 (NASA Archive 
collection: 2015) 
Figure 2.19: A Wedding accompanied by 
the military orchestra, 1933 
(NASA Archive collection: 2015) 
Figure 2.20:   Patients lying in the sun as 
part of their daily treatment ritual, 1941 
(NASA Archive collection: 2015)

2.17

2.18 2.20

2.19

Apart from being segregated from 

‘normal society’, leprosy patients were 

further segregated according to racial, 

gender, mental and physical health 

policies (Horwitz 2006:274). As new 

information and knowledge became 

available, policies had to be reconsid-

ered, in order to inform and educate 

both the patients and society in the 

collective effort to control this epi-

demic.

In 1922 a Leprosy Policy was approved 

by the Government towards research 

action, which placed high value on 

the ongoing process of documenta-

tion, examination and surveillance of 

the disease (Kistner 2014:240). At first, 

quarantine might have been consid-

ered the obvious solution to control 

all venereal diseases. Yet by 1940, the 

effective result of collective and thor-

ough research had proven this idea to 

be a fallacy (Kistner 2014:5).

South African laws governing the 

compulsory segregation of patients 

were already repealed in 1977, after 

research proved that leprosy is fully 

treatable; yet, these laws were en-

forced for another 20 years. Horwitz 

(2006:291) states that the government 

ignored various social, economic and 

political factors in reconsidering the 

function and value of the Westfortin-

stitution, and therefore never deter-

mined its future use.
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An independent village

Before the leprosy epidemic, the for-

mer Daspoort Hospital (named after 

its location) was intended as a re-

search facility dedicated to the treat-

ment of smallpox.

A former superintendent of Westfort 

Hospital, Dr A van Zyl (1989:75), ex-

plains that, although it was initially 

called the New Pretoria Leprosy Asy-

lum, it was later known as Westfort 

Leper Institution and in 1979 was re-

named to Westfort Hospital. Before its 

completion in 1888, it had already been 

adapted into a leper asylum as a pro-

ject under the ruling ZAR Government 

(Kistner 2014:3). The architect Sytze 

Wierda (1839-1911) was the Chief 

Architect of the Public Works Depart-

ment in service of the government, and 

was responsible for designing addi-

tions to accommodate more patients. 

By 1896 the Daspoort Hospital housed 

99 patients, and by 1902 it accommo-

dated 328 patients (Kistner 2014:3). 

Wierda was determined to design a 

place that represented a certain het-

erotopia, a home away from home, 

but it was still an asylum disguised 

as a beautiful small village. In his own 

words he describes his approach:

… to provide, in the most hu-
mane way a pleasant and at-

tractive residence for those
“unfortunates” who, through 

an incurable infectious dis-
ease, should be tied to it for

as long as they lived.
(Meiring 1980:15)

As the demand for treatment in-

creased, the village had to be extended 

to accommodate more patients and 

specific facilities. A post office, po-

lice station, schools, churches and 

shops were just some of the facilities 

that were added. By 1900 the hospi-

tal managed its own farm which pro-

vided most of the fresh produce such 

as meat, poultry, fruits, vegetables 

and even honey through bee farming 

(Delport & Saggacci 2015:47). This 

again highlights the significance of the 

Westfort Hospital establishment as an 

independent and self-sustaining com-

munity. 

Although the establishment flourished 

as a small village, patients still yearned 

for a connection with the real world 

and a sense of belonging to society. 

By 1917 a series of eight watch towers 

were constructed to prevent patients 

from escaping and to protect the pub-

lic from the unwanted disease (Delport 

& Saggacci 2015:48).

This institution was intended, by de-

sign, to function as an independent vil-

lage with all the necessary amenities 

and recreation facilities to make the 

patients as comfortable as possible. 

Yet, given the careful attention afford-

ed to the built fabric with the State’s 

best intentions, the patients were 

deeply traumatized by being forcefully 

removed from their loved ones and be-

ing considered as the ‘outcasts of so-

ciety’.

Reading through the countless plead-

ing letters at the National Archives of 

South Africa (NASA 2015), one comes 

to realise the agony behind the isola-

tion and the social turmoil as a result 

of the ongoing segregation and per-

haps wrongful policy making at the 

time. Another concern that cannot be 

ignored is the collective memory of 

place and how this independent village 

is remembered by the patients, their 

loved ones, the health care community, 

and the general public.

Figure 2.21: Security gate at colored 
male section, 1945  (NASA Archive col-
lection: 2015)
Figure 2.22: Native male patients sec-
tion, 1941 (NASA Archive collection: 
2015)
Figure 2.23: Westfort Leper institution 
and self-sustaining village, 1956  (NASA 
Archive collection: 2015)

2.21
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Figure 2.24:  Historical map of site devel-
opment at Westfort (Author:2016)
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AERIAL VIEW OF 
WESTFORT VILLAGE
IN CURRENT CONDITION

Figure 2.25:  Aerial view of Westfort in its 
current condition (GIS Department:2016)
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2.3//
the proCess of 
ruination

Today it is assumed that very few peo-

ple know of the existence of Westfort 

and what is left of it. After its destruc-

tion in the early 1940s, the fort was 

vulnerable to vandalism and exposed 

to the natural processes of erosion 

and weathering. Due to its hidden na-

ture and surrounding context, the fort 

is generally considered unsafe for curi-

ous visitors, which contributes further 

to its isolation as a lost historical bea-

con from the forgotten past.

Those who have ventured to this lone-

some ‘battleship’ can still appreciate 

the grandeur of its unique design, but 

are left with questions as to how this 

majestic historic artefact could so 

easily have been abandoned and for-

gotten over the years.

Some articles in the South African 

Panorama (1989, 1963), Pretoria News 

(1997, 2006, 2009) and Pretoriana 

(2009) (see Annexure) describe con-

cerned history enthusiasts who have 

attempted to raise awareness of the 

forgotten memories and the signifi-

cance of all the forts. One particular 

article in the South African Panorama 

titled ‘Silent Forts’ (Visser 1963:20) 

requests the governing authorities to 

take the lead in the campaign for res-

toration, yet calls on citizens to protect 

and preserve the memory of these ne-

glected cultural artefacts.

In 1938 both Fort Klapperkop and Fort 

Schanskop were declared as national 

monuments under the old National 

Monuments Council (NMC), which was 

replaced by the South African Heritage 

Resources Agency (SAHRA) in 2000 

(SAHRA 1988:2). Fort Klapperkop was 

first restored to its original state and 

converted into a military museum in 

1966, whilst the same procedure was 

also followed at Fort Schanskop in 

1978 (Van Vollenhoven 1998:350). Ac-

cording to SAHRA (1988:34), owner-

ship of Fort Wonderboompoort was 

transferred to the City Council of Pre-

toria in 1954. It was only partially re-

stored in 1986, after which it was de-

clared a provincial heritage site.

Sadly, Fort West was never declared a 

provincial heritage site, and although 

it is under the protection of SAHRA, 

it remains ‘unprotected’ and vulner-

able to destruction (Van Vollenhoven 

1998:240). It is evident that over the 

years the ‘unprotected’ Fort West was 

even further stripped down for its steel 

components. until 2008 the unique 

and prominent steel doors at the en-

trance gate were still in position, yet 

together with all the iron hinges, han-

dles and lettering, these were blatantly 

taken and probably found their way to 

the nearest scrap metal dealership.

As the structural and decorative steel 

elements formed an integral part of 

the structural integrity and authenticity 

of the fort, it is crucial to reconsider its 

use and value in the design process.

Figure 2.26  Sketches from site visits at 
the Fort (Author 2016)
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Fear or fascination?

With the de-sanctification of the city 

there is always that peculiar hidden 

artefact (or what is left of it) that fos-

ters the popular perception of a ruin 

as a wasteland, dangerous and truly 

‘unsightly’. Yet, ruins are sites of nu-

merous potential activities that could 

easily be enmeshed in the existing 

social context as places of adventure, 

cultivation, shelter and creativity that 

potentially provide an alternative pub-

lic platform (Edensor 2005:21).

In the context of the city, Edensor 

(2005:22) argues that ruins are an 

integral part of capitalist expansion, 

reminding us of the temporal state of 

our human existence as well as that of 

the built environment. Yet traces and 

detail found in these forgotten ruins 

highlight the mystery of the past and 

simultaneously invoke a need to tell 

stories about it.

[The form of ruins] must be re-
spected as integrity, embody-

ing a history that must
not be denied. In their dam-

aged states they suggest new 
forms of thought and

comprehension, and suggest 
new conceptions of space that 

confirm the potential of
the human to integrate itself, 
to be whole and free outside 

of any predetermined
totalising system.

(Woods, 2013:331)

In recent years society has gone from 

fear to fascination and obsession with 

ruins, which is either engendered by 

a fear of the old or a curiosity of what 

it might become. Burrell and Dale 

(2011:112) state that this fascination 

might lie in the liminal state between 

polar opposites.

… the ruin as organisation and 
disorganisation, the ruin as 

architecture or dust, order and 
chaos, humanity or nature.

 (Burrell & Dale, 2011:113) 

These conflicting tensions are evident 

in the historical and architectural re-

mains of both the fort and the former 

institution. They stand in a relationship 

of a certain ‘otherness’ which is lost 

in the present, yet reminds one of the 

forgotten past. With their current state 

resulting from isolation and abandon-

ment, these artefacts are in desperate 

need of a collective plan of action. The 

answer to whether the site should be 

restored, rehabilitated or completely 

erased to make way for new meaning 

might just lie in their individual and col-

lective heritage value.
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Figure 2.27:  Photograph of entry por-
tal at Westfort in it’s current condition 
(Author 2016)
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Similar to the fort, the functional intent 

of the institution was instantly redun-

dant when leprosy was no longer seen 

as a threat to society. In 1997 Westfort 

Hospital closed its doors and, despite 

its cultural richness, was abandoned 

and irrevocably became part of an ex-

tended process of ruination (Horwitz 

2006:290).

Since its closure in 1997, roughly 5000 

illegal informal settlers have occupied 

the site and the historical buildings, 

claiming self-appointed ownership 

over the property (Breed & Grünewald 

2013:60). Although there are no re-

corded data or proof, it is speculated 

that the new occupants of Westfort 

are likely also considered by society 

as ‘outcasts’ due to their employment, 

migration, racial and social status.

After the doors were closed the site 

has been cut off from any municipal 

services, but is provided with a limit-

ed water supply to accommodate the 

most basic needs of the newly estab-

lished Westfort community (Breed & 

Grünewald 2015:60). Apart from water 

limitations, these community mem-

bers live under very harsh conditions 

and are forced to find alternative re-

sources in the fight for survival.

The historic buildings have now been 

stripped and adapted to suit the needs 

of the inhabitants. Livestock freely 

graze over the landscape, gardens 

boast fresh fruit and vegetables, and at 

every corner someone is busy collect-

ing, transforming or creating some-

thing that might be sold for another 

day’s survival.

The alarming concern still to be ad-

dressed is the heritage value of this 

unique cultural landscape and its ex-

posure to the ongoing process of ruin-

ation. It is possible that these historical 

artefacts will soon be completely di-

minished in value and forgotten, which 

will surely be a great loss to our collec-

tive South African heritage.

Due to a lack of understanding of the 

tangible and intangible consequences 

of isolation and ruination, this phe-

nomenon is sadly accelerating in soci-

ety. Apart from the forgotten memory 

of the heritage fabric, the people and 

the landscape, this process of ruina-

tion is still one of the biggest threats 

to fostering a sense of continuity and 

belonging.

Figure 2.28: Functioning St Mary’s 
hospital complex (1963) (NASA Archive 
collection: 2015)
Figure 2.29: Collage of St Mary’s hospital 
complex with current and historic con-
text overlap generated in Honors year as 
part of site analysis (Author 2015)
Figure 2.30: St Mary’s Hospital building 
in current condition (Author 2015)
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Figure 2:.31: Aerial view of Westfort 
precinct (1942) (NASA Archive collection: 
2015)
Figure 2.32: Aerial view of Westfort pre-
cinct in current condition (Author 2016)
Figure 2.33: Functioning Orthodox 
Church at Westfort (1952) (NASA Archive 
collection: 2015)
Figure 2.34: Orthodox Church at Westfort 
as community hall (Author 2015)
Figure 2.35: Remains of the Orthodox 
Church at Westfort after a protest action 
(Swart 2016)
Figure 2.36: Native men patient complex 
at Westfort (1941) (NASA Archive collec-
tion: 2015)
Figure 2.37: Re purposed rondawels for 
pig farming (Author 2016)
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WESTFORT PRECINCT
SITE BOUNDARIES Figure 2.38:  Aerial view indicating pro-

ject site boundaries (Author:2016)
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2.4// 
ContextuaL
preCedents

THE AMER FORT COMPLEx

Location : Jaipur, India

Date : 11th - 17th century

Architect : Raja man singh

Key words

Cultural landscape

Landscape conservation 

Movement

Tourism

As previously mentioned, cultural 

landscapes are an integral part of a 

nation’s heritage, exhibiting multiple 

stories of our shared cultural heritage 

over time. Similar to Fort West and its 

military counterparts, the Amber Fort 

complex in Jaipur is a good example 

of re-appropriation over time, as well 

as an experience of the authenticity of 

place.

Along with six other hill forts in the 

state of Rajasthan, this fort complex 

has recently been added to the tenta-

tive list of World Heritage sites in an 

attempt to preserve its shared heritage 

significance (Rajora 2013:2). As part 

of a thesis project, Rajora (2013:30) 

focussed on landscape conservation 

through experience and interpretation 

of place. By extending the presup-

posed heritage periphery from building 

to landscape, the project introduces 

a series of experiential interventions 

connected by a variety of walking 

trails.

One of the key determinants in this 

project was the overlaying of move-

ment patterns and thresholds. The 

planning of the trail was informed by 

the development of and additions to 

the complex over time, such as the 

historical, water, cultural, archaeologi-

cal and tourist trails. 

In the hope of serving as a conserva-

tion model for the larger network of 

forts in Jaipur, this project illustrates 

that the Westfort can also benefit from 

rehabilitation through landscape con-

servation. Not only does the rehabili-

tated site contributes to the city’s eco-

nomic growth, but also to the shared 

memory of place.

Figure 2.39: Amer Fort complex upon ap-
proach from village (Wessels:2016)
Figure 2.40: Map of Jaipur indicating its 
relationship to the Fort complex (Ra-
jora:2013))
Figure 2.41: Multiple routes up to the 
Fort complex (Wessels:2016)
Figure 2.42: Circulation and tourist trails 
(Rajora:2013)
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THE GENADENDAL

CONSERVATION PROjECT

Location : Genadendal, Western Cape

Date : Established: 1738 

Case study: 2008

Architect :  Braaksma & Roos

Key words

Shared heritage

Community involvement

Participatory 

Action plan
1. Training, communication & 
    marketing

2. Town improvement & clean-up

3. Accommodation management

4. Integration with nature

5. Community based cultural tourism

6. Music as tourist attraction

As part of the shared heritage projects 

approved by the Ministry of Education, 

Culture and Science of the Nether-

lands, the restoration of Genadendal is 

an example of community integration 

to restore a sense of pride in the so-

cial and cultural identity of place (Roos 

2002:336). Built on the site of the old-

est mission station in South Africa, 

Genadendal was established in 1738. 

Even today it still reflects the richness 

of both the tangible and intangible her-

itage layers that were developed over 

time (Roos et al. 2009).

Driven by the community members 

themselves, the project aimed to pre-

serve the original heritage fabric and 

unique construction techniques of 

the Cape vernacular region. The ini-

tial idea, as proposed by the restora-

tion team, was to restore three critical 

points of interest: the fertile valley for 

agricultural development, the central 

church as the heart of the settlement,

and the natural surroundings to pro-

mote eco-tourism.

Over the centuries it became 
a place associated with the 
coming together of people-

from different racial groups. 
In addition to being the first 

permanent Khoi settlement at 
the Cape, it was also a place 
of sanctuary for more than a 

thousand slaves when slavery 
was abolished in 1838.

– Nelson Mandela
 (Roos, et al., 2009:vii)

The promotion of social sustainability 

and local knowledge and capacities is 

the main successful outcome of this 

project. This collaborative conserva-

tion effort illustrates the benefits of 

investing in a shared identity and col-

lective memory of place.

Figure 2.43: Community members from 
Genadendal (Roos:2008)
Figure 2.44: Elevations and plans of 
original built fabric (Roos:2008)
Figure 2.45: Restoration and construc-
tion by community members (Roos:2008)
Figure 2.46: Restoration of local cottage 
(Roos:2008)
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THE LALIBELA 

ROCK-HEwN CHURCHES

Location : Lalibela, Ethiopia

Date : 11-12th century

Architect : unknown

Key words

Heritage Tourism

Indiginization

Construction

Experiential

Hidden in the northern part of Ethiopia, 

in the province of Wollo, lies the legend-

ary town of Lalibela. Its authenticity is 

celebrated by the presence of eleven 

remarkable rock-hewn churches.

Except for the weekly market day, 

this town is perceived as just a quiet 

mountain village, yet it is home to an 

internationally renowned 900 year old 

World Heritage site (Fraser & Ruther 

2013). Today the denomination of the 

still functioning Ethiopian Orthodox 

Church is a fascinating study in indi-

genization and the ongoing commit-

ment to preserve its functional legacy.

In 1978 the rock-hewn churches of 

Lalibela were inscribed by uNESCO on 

the World Heritage List as one of the 

first restoration projects to be spon-

sored by the World Monuments Fund 

in the 1960s, and have since then been 

part of various international conserva-

tion projects to preserve this treasure 

as an international legacy (Negussi 

2010:1).

Similar to Westfort, these hidden 

structures are also vulnerable to mod-

ern threats and in need of continuous 

rehabilitation. At first they required 

protection from enemies beyond their 

borders, and today their structural 

integrity is compromised by natu-

ral forces of weathering and erosion 

(Hecht & Kidane 1983:211). Apart from 

the latter, annual pilgrims, festivals and 

tourists are also exacerbating the de-

terioration process and should be con-

sidered in the heritage management 

programme.

Perhaps what strikes the visitor the 

most is the expectation of a monu-

mental experience, and yet on ap-

proach these churches are humbly 

situated below the vista, which makes 

them unique to the church typologies 

of their time. In contrast to the tradi-

tional method of constructing from the 

ground upwards, these churches were 

hewn out from the roof downwards

(Hecht & Kidane 1983:130).

The construction process shows simi-

larities to that of the fort, as the em-

phasis was on in situ removal rather 

than addition. What is interesting is 

that the builders had to work with the 

unconventional, the negative, and the 

process could therefore almost be de-

scribed as a process of ‘archaeology in 

reverse’. This World Heritage treasure 

is truly one of a kind. It successfully 

celebrates authenticity of place and 

heritage value, as well as an experien-

tial journey.

Figure 2.47: Pilgrims gathering around 
the church of St George (Davey 2010)
Figure 2.48: Section indicating the vis-
ibility planes (Ching 2007:113)
Figure 2.49: Exterior Facade two church-
es (Zamani Project :2011)
Figure 2.50: Temporary roof structure for 
protection (Grace et al 1967: 23)
Figure 2.51: Elevation of two churches 
(Zamani Project :2011)
Figure 2.52: Section indicating the vis-
ibility planes (Ching 2007:113)02/CONTEXT47 48
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Conclusion

Luckily the concern for both Westfort 

and the former institution has found 

common ground amongst academics 

and professionals, political stakehold-

ers, former patients, and current com-

munity members (Delport & Saggacci 

2015:42). The continued interaction 

between these critical stakeholders 

is of great importance in the protec-

tion of the cultural significance of the 

site, as well as the inclusion of current 

socio-economic concerns.

In 2012 a heritage survey of the West-

fort Hospital complex was conducted 

to direct the approach to the future de-

velopment of this significant cultural 

landscape. Naudé (2012:2) highlights 

the importance of not only placing 

value on the historical and architec-

tural fabric, but also on its existence 

as a single entity in a contemporary 

context, which includes the social, cul-

tural, historical and environmental fac-

tors contributing to the uniqueness of 

place.

Based on a recent research study by 

Delport & Saggacci (2015:42), it is 

clear that there is information miss-

ing regarding ownership of the site, the 

intentions of future development, and 

the use of both the village and the fort. 

Although the site is under major threat 

from developmental pressures, it is in-

teresting to note that the site bounda-

ries have not yet been breached and 

are still clearly demarcated in accord-

ance with the original site peripheries 

(see Figure 36). 
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It is clear that Westfort Village should 

be subject to either a formal or infor-

mal systematic approach that protects 

the site from encroaching developers 

and new inhabitants. Westfort Village 

is considered an established com-

munity that not only protects and 

preserves the site, but has also estab-

lished a new informal economy that is 

integral to the continued existence of 

the site. As custodians of the site, the 

Westfort community is considered as 

critical stakeholders in the successful 

future valuation of the entire precinct.

In an attempt to realign the signifi-

cance of this historical site with its val-

ue and possible future intentions, the 

following chapter will form the theo-

retical premise for the design process. 

The theory should assist the process 

of understanding the heritage value, 

the identity of place, and the experien-

tial potential of the Westfort precinct, 

in order to determine an appropriate 

design response and programme.

Figure 2.53: Potential strategies for the 
Westfort precinct as one holistic entity 
(Author 2016)
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3.1//
HERITAGE 
PERSPECTIVES

As to heritage, perhaps the first con-

cern originates from different perspec-

tives on heritage. Society still tends 

to contest and segregate our cultural 

heritage according to our cultural DNA. 

This might lead to the categorization of 

our heritage into different fragments, 

exempting us from our responsibilities 

to protect the greater whole. 

Fragmented heritage

As a result of recent events in South 

Africa, the colonial-era public me-

morials and place names have been 

severely targeted and some even de-

stroyed for their physical & symbolic 

representation of the former apartheid 

regime (1948-1994).

As a representative of the Heritage 

Association of South Africa (HASA), 

Stoltz (2015) argues that the outcome 

of radical contestation should enforce 

the revisiting of policies in respect of 

our collective heritage. As confirmed 

by the National Heritage Resources 

Act (NHRA) (Act No. 25 of 1999):

National estate must serve 
to reconcile the past, heal 
divisions and advance the 

interests of social justice and 
cultural restitution.

(Republic of South Africa, 1999)

The Act clearly states that although 

the law protects public monuments 

and memorials, it still recognises the 

need for change (Stoltz 2015). It ad-

vocates for the effective management 

of change to ensure that the actions 

of the current contested concerns do 

not deprive future generations of ac-

cessing and learning from the remains 

of our material past (Stoltz 2015). In 

March 2015, a new protest movement 

was initiated at the university of Cape 

Town with the aim of removing a stat-

ue of the former colonial leader, Cecil 

John Rhodes (Barnard-Naudé 2015). 

Apart from the statue being removed, 

the greater objective was to reconsider 

all colonial and Afrikaner Nationalist 

artefacts that are associated with a 

painful past (Barnard-Naudé 2015).

Perhaps the contestation of these her-

itage artefacts is not only a reaction to 

that painful past, but rather a concern 

for the future of transformation. As a 

continuously evolving society, we need 

to be reminded of our responsibility in 

protecting these fragmented remind-

ers of a historical past in order to en-

sure their future interpretation.

There is a general tendency to view 

the process of fragmentation as a re-

sult of isolation or vice versa. Yet Ves-

ely (2004:318) argues that fragmenta-

tion has contributed to the formation 

of meaning, resulting in a sense of 

completeness. One could argue that 

‘collage’ is a method of understand-

ing information that configures new 

meaning to generate a sense of a col-

lective whole.

Fragmentation is a modern phenom-

enon closely related to the method of 

representation. An object or a memory 

can only be interpreted in conjunction 

with the person experiencing it and not 

in isolation. Fragmentation therefore 

has a situational structure that signi-

fies a specific context or memory, but 

allows for imaginative interpretation 

and reading (Vesely 2004:325). 

The ruination of the Westfort precinct 

is a result of fragmentation. It repre-

sents fragments of society’s failures 

(the negative) and the opportunity for 

new interpretation and meaning (the 

positive). The latter is a way of re-

sponding to this process of renewal 

with a restorative attitude to encour-

age a sense of completeness (Vesely 

2004:334). Through a process of reha-

bilitation, the Westfort precinct could 

not only regain its cultural value but 

also its shared universal authenticity.
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Figure 3:1 Contested heritage monu-
ments in recent protest action (THE 
TIMES 2015) 
Figure 3.2: Collage of fragmented herit-
age artefacts within the inner city of 
Pretoria (Author 2016)
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Shared cultural heritage

The tangible and intangible fragments 

from the past and those created in the 

present are what one could refer to 

as shared cultural heritage (uNESCO 

2015:2). It is important to understand 

that cultural heritage is essentially a 

continuous process of discovery, eval-

uation and documentation, which are 

all subjected to the inevitable change 

in our cultural DNA.

Neither history nor heritage 
is restrained by country bor-

ders. Thus there is reason for 
heritage conservation to cross 

borders. 
(Clarke & Kuipers 2015:17)

South Africa and the former Dutch 

republic have a well-known shared 

history, Westfort being one of the 

rich residues from the former Zuid-

Afrikaansche Republiek (ZAR) (Kuipers 

2015:5). Considered a trans-national 

concept, ‘shared heritage’ represents 

a holistic approach to preserving herit-

age that is a product of multiple con-

tributions over time (Clarke & Kuipers

2015:14).

In 2015, the university of Pretoria (uP) 

and the Delft university of Technology 

(TuD) participated in a joint venture to 

document, evaluate and report on the 

shared heritage of the Westfort Lepro-

sy Hospital precinct. Prof. Marieke Kui-

pers (2015:6) was part of the advisory 

team to report back on the implemen-

tation of policy by the City of Tshwane, 

as well as possible strategies to con-

serve valuable shared heritage.
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Kuipers (2015:11) suggests that the 

main challenge concerning Westfort 

is the preservation of its legacy whilst 

balancing the needs of its current us-

ers. The solution, however, lies in an 

integrated conservation strategy that 

includes the active participation of all 

the relevant stakeholders.

uNESCO (2015:2) places high value on 

active participation in the production 

of all types of cultural heritage, which 

includes an array of artefacts such as 

built fabric, music, language and art. 

Considering the management of cul-

tural heritage, uNESCO (2015:3) states 

these inter-related (environmental, so-

cial and economic) management pro-

grams must:

..meet the needs of the pre-
sent without compromising 
the ability of future genera-

tions to meet their own needs.
(Brundtland Commission 1987)

With reference to the current situation 

at Westfort, meeting the needs of the 

present would mean that, apart from 

the economic pressures, the social vi-

ability of the cultural heritage is critical 

in the sustainable management pro-

cess. Besides the benefits of social 

integration and cohesion, the rehabili-

tation of cultural heritage also creates 

employment and educational opportu-

nities. Its success however would be 

highly dependent on the process of the 

equal participation of both the formal 

and informal heritage communities 

(uNESCO 2015:4).

Collective memory of place

Not only is Westfort vulnerable to 

socio-economic pressures, but also 

to the degradation of its ecological in-

tegrity. As mentioned earlier, the fort 

is situated on one of Pretoria’s ridges 

forming part of a greater ecological 

network. Clarke and Kuipers (2015:1) 

suggest that all of these layers of in-

formants are integral to the establish-

ment of our collective memory of place 

and therefore also a new sense of be-

longing.

One could argue that memory is fun-

damentally connected to identity. Who 

we are as individuals influences how 

we perceive events and therefore how 

we construct our memories. However, 

it is the collective memory of place that 

is eventually documented and trans-

lated as history (Nora 1989:9). 

It is a well-known fact that, due to po-

litical and social limitations, some of 

our cultural and traditional heritage 

was never recorded or documented, 

and is therefore excluded from written 

history records. The problem is that to-

day, this exclusivity has escalated into 

other cultural issues of segregation 

and isolation, bringing the inclusivity of 

our shared cultural history in question. 

Inclusive history not only questions 

social or political accuracy but also in-

dividual and collective credibility.

In the field of ‘memory studies’, Mau-

rice Halbwachs suggests that it is 

within the larger community and so-

cial networks that individual memory 

develops and not in isolation (Ass-

mann 1995:126). Halbwachs argues 

that memory by nature represents 

both the individual and the collective, 

the specific and the multiple, which 

are all rooted in physical manifesta-

tions of gestures, images and objects; 

therefore the absolute is installed by 

remembrance.

History, however, belongs to everyone 

and to no-one specific; therefore it is 

bound to temporal continuities and 

the relationship between time, place 

and people (Nora 1989:9). Although 

the City Council of Tshwane places 

high value on the management of both 

heritage and cultural artefacts, they 

call on its citizens, the collective, to 

conserve what is left for future genera-

tions (City of Tshwane 2013:464). 

Figure 3.3: Diagram of the collective 
memory of place as the point of origin 
for the documentation of our collective 
history (Author 2016)

3.3

However, the heritage sites concerned 

are in desperate need of a holistic ap-

proach in adapting their current social 

and functional requirements, in order 

to accommodate future needs and in-

stil new meaning to place.

Meaning is not a condition or 
quality of the building, of the 

thing itself; meaning arises 
from situations. The mean-

ing of a building, then, must 
always be a meaning for some 

specific one at some specific 
time in some specific place.

(Jones 2000:41)
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3.2// 
THE IDENTITY OF 
PLACE

Managing change is an integral part 

of our lives and it often bewilders us. 

Renowned urban planner Kevin Lynch 

(1972:1) argues that the perception of 

our personal image of place is recip-

rocal with our individual well-being. It 

is possible that a desirable image of 

place is one that fundamentally cel-

ebrates the present condition with a 

strong connection to both the past and 

the future.

Creating a sense of belonging

As mentioned earlier, one way of es-

tablishing a desired image of place is 

to understand how people identify with 

their environment. It is critical to first 

determine the different users (to fol-

low) in order to understand the point of 

identification. 

Architect and theorist Neal Leach 

(2002:3) argues that it is difficult to 

establish the points of identification, 

and that it might be more appropriate 

to first understand the cultural identity 

of place in order to understand its rela-

tion to architecture.

Identifying with place is not a fixed 

condition and the process of iden-

tification should be interpreted as 

ephemeral, which could be explored 

through a model of ‘belonging’ as an 

active process rather than a given 

state (Leach 2002:12).

Leach (2002:126) questions the ongo-

ing obsession with form which repli-

cates so-called ‘cultural identity’ with-

out even engaging with the process 

of subjective identification. Promoting 

the process of identification, Leach 

(2002:130) refers to the work of Judith 

Butler, who advocates the notion of 

‘performativity’ that reinvents identity. 

Butler believes that identity is not de-

fined by our social, political or biologi-

cal existence, but rather by our actions 

and behaviours, and therefore our per-

formance.  

Thus it is possible that a new sense 

of belonging and attachment to place 

could be instated through perfor-

mance. Through rituals and re-appro-

priation, spaces are reinvented and 

rewritten with new meaning and new 

memories, and then become spaces of 

belonging (Leach 2002:130). Instead 

of the preconception of ‘belonging’ 

as possession or related to a particu-

lar cultural group, Leach (2002:130) 

argues that it is in fact a product of 

performativity and that it enables us to 

understand the meaning of place as a 

collective effort over time.

Architecture has the ability to facilitate 

this process of performativity in or-

der to instil a new sense of continuity 

and belonging. It is not about form but 

rather about architectural engagement 

that allows for place to be imbued with 

new meaning and therefore also a col-

lective cultural identity.

Understanding Sense of place

The work of Catalan architect Enric 

Miralles (1955-2000) represents his 

own theoretical interest in ‘the archi-

tecture of time’, which explores the 

potential brought about by change 

with emphasis on ‘the journey’. This 

journey is simultaneously ‘referential’ 

(to past/future events) and ‘experien-

tial’ (instantaneous), unifying different 

moments in time scales as one experi-

ence (Mackenzie, McMurray & Quiros, 

2011).

It is however the interpretation of this 

journey through architecture that de-

termines this collective experience or 

so called ‘sense of place’. According 

to Cross (2001:1), the term ‘sense of 

place’ has become the buzzword to 

justify the lack of understanding of the 

true spirit or essence of place, which 

is mostly based on our own precon-

ceptions. Cross (2001:3) highlights 

the complexity of the term by illus-

trating that each individual has differ-

ent relationships and attachments to 

various places, as illustrated in Figure 

41; therefore the relationship between 

place and people is transactional (give 

and take).

One could say that ‘sense of place’ 

is therefore more interactional than 

physical. It is an experience that is 

created by the setting and interpreted 

by the individual, and hopefully has 

an impact on collective society, both 

short-term and long-term.
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Figure 3.4: Diagram adapted from Leach 
(2002) to illustrate the concept of ‘Place 
Identity’ (Author 2016)
Figure 3.5: Different determinants that 
influence the individual’s relationship  on 
to place (Cross 2001:3)

3.5

3.4
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3.3//
HERITAGE
MANAGEMENT

The problem statement of this disser-

tation addresses the issue of heritage 

value. It is therefore critical to consider 

the appropriate valuation approach in 

order to determine the value and sig-

nificance of the Westfort precinct.

The architectural problem addressed 

by this dissertation is based on a cri-

tique on the lack of experiential quali-

ties in conservation projects. Specific 

heritage legislation will therefore be 

referenced as a guideline for the de-

sign approach in establishing a more 

holistic and engaging experience that 

respects historic value but also antici-

pates future value. 

Heritage valuation

The intentions and representation of 

heritage artefacts have changed and 

with that, their inherent value. On the 

one hand modern interpreters assign 

new meaning and significance to ei-

ther the artefact’s artistic or symbolic 

value, whilst others might only respect 

it for its age or historic value.

In his book Modern cult of monu-

ments and the problem of value, Alois 

Riegl argues that the artistic value of a 

monument is ephemeral. He therefore 

introduces a new valuation scheme 

that makes a clear distinction between 

present and past value parameters 

(Lamprakos 2014:421).

Age value, as Riegl states, embraces 

the representation of time that is evi-

dent in the artefact without consider-

ing its original purpose or significance. 

The artefact therefore becomes more 

valuable for its imperfection and its 

temporal and incomplete state of ex-

istence (Lamprakos 2014:426). The 

advantages of this interpretation are 

that it is not subjected to a specific 

religious or political stance and is also 

not exclusive to the educated and in-

formed reader, but is rather valued for 

its universal language.

Riegl’s approach to the historical value 

of a monument celebrates its origin 

and development over time without 

the intervention of man. This valua-

tion approach is also not in favour of 

complete restoration but rather the 

prevention of disintegration (Lampra-

kos 2014:75). The focus is then on pre-

serving the artefact as is. Another in-

terpretation in accordance with Riegl’s 

valuation is the intentional commemo-

rative value, which places high value 

on the collective memory of the arte-

fact and therefore suggests complete 

restoration (Lamprakos 2014:435).

Irrespective of each individual valua-

tion criterion, our responsibility as a 

society is still to preserve the collec-

tive memory of the past to allow for 

continuous interpretation. The bigger 

challenge however is presented by the 

standard methods used in heritage 

preservation. The ideal is to encourage 

a constant reinterpretation and adap-

tation of all cultural landscapes that 

facilitate equal participation and foster 

a greater patriotism towards our col-

lective heritage.

Negussi (2012:23) challenges heritage 

management programmes to allow for 

a more collective voice that includes a 

variety of cultural positions and differ-

ent values. Negussi (2012:26) critiques 

the current heritage management pro-

cess as one that:

...uncritically supports con-
servation in situ, but is less 

helpful in understanding the 
long-term results and benefits 
of these conservation actions 

in socio-cultural terms.  
Negussi (2012:26)
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Figure 3.6: Diagrammatic illustration 
of the Fort in it’s current state and the 
possible transformation in a new state of 
existence (Author 2016)
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Heritage legislation

Considering the range of different her-

itage charters, it is critical to evaluate 

the experiential possibilities of these 

prescribed documents. In light of the 

research problems addressed earlier, 

two documents are of great impor-

tance and should be considered in the 

design process. 

1/

The 2007 ICOMOS Charter for the In-

terpretation and Presentation of Cul-

tural Heritage sites (2008:4)

This document values the importance 

of ‘interpretation and presentation’ in 

the process of heritage conservation 

and management. The following prin-

ciples and objectives are quoted di-

rectly from the charter and will be used 

in the design process as guidelines in 

the experiential approach to rehabili-

tate the Westfort precinct.

Principle 1: 

Access and Understanding

Objective:

To facilitate the understanding and ap-

preciation of cultural heritage sites and 

foster public awareness and engage-

ment in the need for their protection 

and conservation.

Principle 2: 

Information Sources

Objective:

Communicate the meaning of cultural 

heritage sites to a range of audiences 

through careful, documented recogni-

tion of significance, through accepted 

scientific and scholarly methods as 

well as from living cultural traditions.

Principle 3: 

Attention to Setting and Context

Objective:

Safeguard the tangible and intangible 

values of cultural heritage sites in their 

natural and cultural settings and social 

contexts.

Principle 4: 

Preservation of Authenticity

Objective:

Respect the authenticity of cultural her-

itage sites, by communicating the signif-

icance of their historic fabric and cultural 

values and protecting them from the ad-

verse impact of intrusive interpretive in-

frastructure, visitor pressure, inaccurate 

or inappropriate interpretation.

Principle 5: 

Planning for Sustainability

Objective:

Contribute to the sustainable conserva-

tion of cultural heritage sites, through 

promoting public understanding of, and 

participation in, ongoing conservation 

efforts, ensuring long-term mainte-

nance of the interpretive infrastructure 

and regular review of its interpretive 

contents.

PRINCIPLE 6: 

Concern for Inclusiveness

Objective:

Encourage inclusiveness in the inter-

pretation of cultural heritage sites, by 

facilitating the involvement of stake-

holders and associated communities 

in the development and implementa-

tion of interpretive programmes.

PRINCIPLE 7: 

Importance of Research, Training, 

and Evaluation

Objective:

Develop technical and professional 

guidelines for heritage interpretation and 

presentation, including technologies, 

research, and training. Such guidelines 

must be appropriate and sustainable in 

their social contexts.
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2/

1999 National Heritage Resource Act. 

(1999:4)

With regards to South African national 

legislation and regulations, the South 

African Heritage Resources Agency 

(SAHRA) was established under this 

act and is responsible for the protec-

tion of our cultural heritage resources. 

It is therefore of great importance to 

this dissertation.

Considering the stark conditions at the 

Westfort precinct, it is alarming that 

no action has been taken to preserve 

this cultural landscape. The act clearly 

states that an integrated, interactive 

plan should be implemented but, more 

importantly, it should be done to pro-

tect and preserve collective heritage 

for future generations.

To introduce an integrated 
and interactive system for the 

management of the national 
heritage resources;... and em-
power civil society to nurture 

and conserve their heritage 
resources so that they may be 
bequeathed to future genera-

tions;...
(NHRA 1999:4)

under the general principles for herit-

age resource management, the follow-

ing points are of great importance in 

reinstating the

Westfort precinct as part of our na-

tional heritage.

1.  (a) Heritage resources have lasting 

value in their own right and provide 

evidence of the origins of South Af-

rican society and as they are valu-

able, finite, non-renewable and ir-

replaceable they must be carefully 

managed to ensure their survival;

 (b) every generation has a moral 

responsibility to act as trustee of 

the national heritage for succeeding 

generations and the State has an 

obligation to manage heritage re-

sources in the interests of all South 

Africans;

2.  To ensure that heritage resources 

are effectively managed—

 (a) the skills and capacities of per-

sons and communities involved in 

heritage resources management 

must be developed; and

 (b) provision must be made for the 

ongoing education and training of 

existing and new heritage resources 

management workers.
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3.4//
EXPERIENTIAL
POTENTIAL

As a critique on heritage legislation, 

the author believes that architectur-

al intervention in heritage artefacts 

should be directed to create a more 

holistic and engaging experience that 

anticipates their future value. In order 

to design for the latter it is valuable to 

briefly reflect on the essence of spati-

ality and the origin of the phenomeno-

logical movement.

The essence of phenomenology

understanding the value of context 

and the experiences related to inter-

action with both the architecture and 

its surroundings, it is insightful to con-

sider the thinking of the phenomenol-

ogists on the experience of space as 

celebrated in the ‘essences’.

In his essay “The Origin of the work of 

Art”, Martin Heidegger elaborates that 

the word ‘origin’ refers to the physical 

existence and meaning of something, 

which is possibly found in the source 

of its essence. He further questions 

the origin of art in terms of reference 

to the artwork or the artist; which one 

comes first or are they both a result 

of the origin or vice versa? (Heidegger 

1935:143)

Given the history of Westfort it is in-

teresting to consider the possible hi-

erarchy of its origin given the histori-

cal value, the programmatic use of the 

site, and the richness of its location 

on a ridge. Thinking on the essence of 

spatiality, one might first seek to define 

the personal experience of space and 

context (without it being a mere pro-

jection or a replication of the self) as 

interpreted by sensory engagement.

As promising as this might sound, de-

fining space and designing spatially 

in order to enrich human experience 

is not new. In fact, in the early 1920s 

Heidegger broadened his investigation 

of philosophical traditions, inspired by 

the philosopher Edmund Husserl, who 

is known as the inspiration or possibly 

the origin of the phenomenological 

movement (Habib et al.

2012:45).

Hermeneutic phenomenology

The realisation of ‘phenomenology’ as 

a specific style of thinking could large-

ly be credited to the groundwork of 

Edmund Husserl (1859-1938). Husserl 

was a German philosopher interested 

in the human perception of an embod-

ied experience and our consciousness 

of space (Merleau-Ponty 1962:2). As 

quoted by Merleau-Ponty (1962:4), 

Husserl referred to phenomenology as:

... a call to return to things 
themselves .
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These ‘things’ are not necessar-

ily meant to represent objects but 

rather refer to certain ideals that re-

flect the real experiences that we are 

confronted with, as opposed to those 

experiences constructed from our pre-

conceived perception of how a space 

should be experienced.

Yet, this philosophical movement 

was further developed by many other 

theorists who followed a more ‘anti-

traditional’ style of thinking, i.e. Martin 

Heidegger (1889-1976), who was con-

sidered as one of the pioneers of the 

phenomenological movement. It was 

a quest for finding a new ontology that 

questions human existence and re-

flects on the nature of elements with a 

more ‘mythopoeic’ approach.

Heidegger managed to establish a link 

between phenomenology and archi-

tecture, which illustrates the experien-

tial qualities of a sensory experience 

as an ongoing, dynamic and cultur-

ally dependent spatial tool (Habib et al. 

2012:45). French philosopher Maurice 

Merleau-Ponty (1908-1906) argues 

that phenomenology should be under-

stood as: 

... a discipline that puts es-
sences back into experience.

 
It captures the intangible and seam-

lessly integrates sensory perception 

whilst prioritising the dynamics of the 

human experience of the space we in-

habit (Merleau-Ponty 1962:1).

Figure 3.7: Intuitive drawing of the spa-
tial journey to the Fort (Author 2016)

3.7

Apart from the physical setting of ex-

ternal objects, space should also be 

interpreted as an experience based on 

our own subjective perception and in-

teraction with our spatial surroundings 

within a particular time frame (Mer-

leau-Ponty 1062:4). This interaction or 

interpretation process could further be 

explored and understood through the 

dialogues of narration, as will be dis-

cussed next.
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3.4// 
HERITAGE
NARRATION

In order to enable the continuity of col-

lective heritage in support of the ex-

periential, the methodologies used for 

narration should also be considered 

for their value in heritage interpretation 

and representation.

Oral history

Oral history is all about narration. It is 

about giving lost cultural and historical 

heritage a public voice and recogniz-

ing its value in order to have a deeper 

understanding of history.

Oral histories reveal the nar-
rator’s effort to make sense of 
the past and to give a form to 

their new lives
Allesandro Portelli (1998:69)

As part of South Africa’s transforma-

tion process, the ongoing contesta-

tion and documentation of our cultural 

history plays a critical role in building 

the nation. Testimony as oral history 

is part of this process of recognizing 

past historical events which were det-

rimental to those excluded from our 

written history.

Wieder (2004:23) argues that testimo-

ny should be considered as a method 

of analysing oral history as a changing 

and living process. This method is not 

only based on a process of reporting 

on oral history through research, but 

is largely founded on mutual trust and 

the relationships between people.

African traditions have used the 

method of storytelling for centuries to 

testify about undocumented histori-

cal events. In South Africa this tradi-

tion is valued for its contribution to 

our shared history and elevates the 

voices of marginalised groups (Wieder 

2004:24).

Perhaps society still questions and un-

derestimates the power of recollection 

and reflection through this method of 

storytelling, as it is based on subjec-

tive memory. In the early 1970s, oral 

history was highly criticised for its lack 

of accuracy and credibility. There were 

too many questions about nostalgia, 

physical deterioration and the per-

sonal bias of both the interviewer and 

interviewee (Thomson 2007:50).

This argument was soon turned 

around by oral historians who be-

lieved that the so called ‘unreliability of 

memory’ was in fact its most valuable 

asset. They argued that the subjec-

tive memory leads to a more accurate 

relationship between the past and the 

present, between memory and identity, 

as well as between individual and col-

lective stories (Thomson 2007:54).

Storytelling

Storytelling is an art dependent on 

equal participation. Apart from the 

entertainment it brings, it has the po-

tential to translate shared and indi-

vidual values, traditions and history 

into a new sense of identity (Banerjee 

2008:148). For the purpose of this the-

sis project, it is important to focus on 

the art of storytelling as a collaborative 

effort of exchange in order to accu-

rately represent the collective memory 

of our South African heritage.

Contemporary storytelling has evolved 

into entertainment, where the story-

tellers often overshadow the story it-

self. Sadly, so much effort goes into 

the creation of the persona, the indi-

vidual, the ego and the performance 

and not enough into the storytelling 

itself. What makes this problematic 

is that we tend to value the teller and 

the telling more than the actual story 

itself. Ryan (2008:72) argues that this 

phenomenon reinforces the idea that 

society has lost interest in the act of 

genuine storytelling.
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It is easier to change individu-
als into storytellers than to 

change society into one with a 
culture of storytelling

 Ryan (2008:72) 

The act of genuine storytelling requires 

the equal participation of the tellers 

and the listeners, both with equal sta-

tus and sharing their life experiences 

(Ryan 2008:65). This collaborative ef-

fort encourages equal participation 

and replaces the inflated ego of the in-

dividual with integrated social transac-

tions that include the collective.

Figure 3.8: Exploration of theory to un-
derstand the potential of heritage narra-
tion (Author 2016)

This interaction is not only subject to 

oral stories but includes the perfor-

mance of storytelling through multiple 

mediums of communication such as 

music, dance, and digital and physi-

cal display. Another possibility for 

promoting the culture of storytelling 

might be to reconsider the act of story 

sharing rather than storytelling. This 

will encourage the participation of a 

wider community even further, and will 

therefore enable a more accurate un-

derstanding of the collective memory 

of place, time and people.

3.8
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Conclusion

Perhaps we need to reconsider the 

importance of the way we understand, 

interpret, display and celebrate infor-

mation – visual or written. The under-

standing that there is more value in the 

way we interact with each other and 

with our heritage is of great interest to 

this dissertation.

Storytelling is valued as a method 

of connecting, not only with differ-

ent generations or cultures but also 

with global communities. Countless 

international organizations are now 

dedicated to fostering cultural trans-

formation through the process of sto-

rytelling. It is a method of reconnecting 

with place, with time and with people.

Global storytelling has also proved to 

be a method of preserving and revital-

izing the heritage of cultural commu-

nities. Given the ideology of reciproc-

ity through storytelling, various global 

storytelling projects have been suc-

cessful in nurturing a new sense of en-

gagement, especially in marginalised 

communities (Tossa 2012:196). Tossa 

(2012:194) fears that young children 

today are deprived of local cultural 

heritage and therefore search for 

methods to inspire local pride through 

story sharing.
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Perhaps architecture should also be 

accountable for its ability to tell sto-

ries. We as architects carefully curate 

spatial experiences based on our un-

derstanding and perceptions of indi-

vidual and collective experiences. We 

use volume, materials and technology 

to narrate these experiences. But as 

mentioned earlier, it becomes prob-

lematic when the value of the story-

teller overshadows that of the actual 

story or, more importantly, the individ-

ual interpretation.

In order to propose a new future value 

for the Westfort precinct, some of the 

key drivers of the research exploration 

should be emphasized:

• To understand the importance of  

 securing a future value;

• To protect our collective heritage;

• To appreciate the uniqueness of   

 place; and

• To build towards a holistic and   

 continuous heritage experience.
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“ again ” “ make fit ”

“re-habilitate”

ACT / ACTION / PROCeSS TRANSFORmATION

RECLAIM,  REHABILITATE & 

CONTRIBuTE TO OuR COLLECTIVE HERITAGE

Continuous

4.1// 
pretoria 
West

Rehabilitating the west

Evident in the developmental pat-

terns of Pretoria, the majority of urban 

sprawl is rapidly growing towards the 

east. As a result, the western part of 

Pretoria is extremely neglected and 

is still considered the backyard of the 

city. 

Apart from being known as the indus-

trial mecca of Pretoria, it is also home 

to several mental institutions, prisons, 

old age homes and cemeteries. Due to 

high demand, developmental growth 

has recently sprawled towards the 

west of Pretoria and what used to be 

on the outskirts of the city is now actu-

ally in its proximity. 

The perception of Pretoria West is evi-

dent in its social and economic drivers, 

which have not changed significantly 

over the past century. Although the 

West is still perceived as a place of 

poverty and exclusion, it is also rich 

in cultural and historical artefacts 

which should either be repurposed or 

celebrated as part of the city’s unique 

historical fabric.

As part of a larger vision for the Pre-

toria West precinct, it is critical to es-

tablish potential nodes of catalytic 

intervention that aim to revitalize this 

marginal area, to instil developmental 

energy, and to re-establish a balance in 

the continuation of a sustainable city. 

understanding the brutal consequenc-

es of isolation and abandonment, it is 

alarming to see how the conditions at 

the Westfort precinct have only accel-

erated. With the main focus on the ef-

fective rehabilitation of the fort as well 

as the adjoining village, both will be 

included in the precinct vision as one 

holistic entity. 

Rehabilitation is not a new term. It is 

well known that the word “rehabili-

tate” derives from the Latin prefix re-, 

meaning “again” and habitare, mean-

ing “make fit”. As an example, a per-

son who underwent extensive surgery 

has to commit to and fully participate 

in a process of rehabilitation in order 

to heal. The same goes for architec-

ture. The success of rehabilitation is 

always subject to time as it cannot be 

resolved by a single act. It is highly de-

pendent on the process of healing that 

determines its new state of existence.

The vision for the Westfort precinct 

is therefore to rehabilitate the site to 

a new state of significance that rep-

resents a beacon of continuity and 

belonging. With emphasis on trans-

formation through rehabilitation, the 

following criteria will be considered 

as the main drivers in allocating the 

appropriate programme: the current 

context and the future value, as well as 

the contribution to our collective South 

African heritage.

DE VELOPMENT OF THE WEST OF PRE TORIA
THE LACK OF 

1857 1879

1889

1902 1928 1936 2007

If you look at the historical development of Pretoria it is clear that there has been a strong emphasis on eastern development of the city from the beginning. In 

time this has resulted in an unbalanced city, unable to control its own growth. The ever increasing Eastern urban sprawl has made Tshwane the largest metropole 

in the world and one of the most unsustainable with that. The CBD of Pretoria has been side-lined in new development, discarded as historical birthplace with no 

role to play in the future of the city and with that the West of Pretoria has been continually isolated from the life force of the city. Discarding with it the thousands 

of residence that call it home.

1889FARM

DE VELOPMENT OF THE WEST OF PRE TORIA
THE LACK OF 

1857 1879

1889

1902 1928 1936 2007

If you look at the historical development of Pretoria it is clear that there has been a strong emphasis on eastern development of the city from the beginning. In 

time this has resulted in an unbalanced city, unable to control its own growth. The ever increasing Eastern urban sprawl has made Tshwane the largest metropole 

in the world and one of the most unsustainable with that. The CBD of Pretoria has been side-lined in new development, discarded as historical birthplace with no 

role to play in the future of the city and with that the West of Pretoria has been continually isolated from the life force of the city. Discarding with it the thousands 

of residence that call it home.

1889FARM

Figure 4.1: Precinct vision diagrams 
illustrating the potential strategy of the 
design interventions (Author 2016)
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4.2// 
the Westfort
heritaGe viLLaGe

The westfort legacy

Given the initial intentions of the fort 

and institution to protect the greater 

public from possible threats, it only 

seems fit that the Westfort precinct 

should continue its legacy. However, 

now the intention must be to withstand 

a new modern threat of historical loss, 

isolation and fragmented memory. 

In order for stakeholders to actively 

participate in averting this new phe-

nomenon, it is important to first instil 

in them a collective interest, pride and 

awareness within and around the cur-

rent Westfort community. All built fab-

ric from the former Westfort institution 

will be restored to its original appear-

ance but with the needs of the current 

community as main priority. 

In order to secure the future value of 

this heritage village, it is of great im-

portance to ensure the buy-in of the 

current inhabitants. The framework 

proposes an upliftment program with 

the main intention to restore the value 

of the Westfort precinct. 

Managing change

It is a well-known fact that change is 

an integral part of life. Yet, in some 

cases, architecture still neglects to 

anticipate the process of change as 

a critical determinant in planning and 

building on the identity of a place, both 

tangible and intangible. 
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In order to successfully restore the 

value of the Westfort precinct, it is cru-

cial to first determine the approach the 

project will take. The aim is rather to 

manage and assist both the defined 

and invisible stakeholders, each of 

whom has a different perspective on 

how to engage with the barriers of the 

project. 

To achieve success in development 

practice, Nabeel Hamdi (2010:141) 

suggests four integral action points 

which question the capacity to pro-

vide, enable, adapt and sustain. As 

seen in Figure 4.2, Hamdi (2010:152) 

challenges the logic of project plan-

ning, and indicates how the lasting im-

pact of any end result is subject to the 

process and approach to planning. By 

questioning the ‘one-size-fits-all top 

down approach to design and plan-

ning’, and advocating ‘reasoning back-

wards’ rather than over-planning, the 

process can be determined by good 

policy making and practice.

For the Westfort precinct a healthy 

balance should be maintained in its 

stakeholder participation. The formal 

stakeholders should facilitate the pro-

cess (top-down) and simultaneously 

enable the Westfort community to take 

ownership of the process and improve 

their living conditions (from the bot-

tom up).

A self-sustaining community

Cole and du Plessis (2011:1) argue 

that motivation for change lies in a 

paradigm shift of engaging and mo-

tivating social transformation by re-

thinking stakeholder involvement to 

achieve holistic and flexible strategies. 

‘Stakeholder participation’ is critical in 

the process of participatory design. It 

encourages all participants in a project 

or programme to act in a partnership 

in which they are interdependent and 

equal owners of the project (Cole & Du 

Plessis 2011:4).

Apart from the identified or visible 

stakeholders, there are also the invis-

ible stakeholders, the public, who are 

just as important in their role of partic-

ipation (Hamdi, 2010:135). The ques-

tion however is how flexible the model 

should be to allow for participation to 

happen on a comfortable and spon-

taneous level from both a bottom-up 

and top-down perspective. 

The current occupants of Westfort Vil-

lage will therefore have equal owner-

ship of the site. The proposed shared 

project will depend on guidance by 

the Department of Public Works in an 

attempt to protect the heritage fabric 

and its future value, but to also allow 

for new interventions that will restore 

its value as a self-sustaining village. 

Figure 4.2: Four integral action points as 
suggested by Nabeel Hamdi in project 
planning (Hamdi 2010)
Figure 4.3: Collage of possible commu-
nity integrated projects that encourages 
equal participation (Author 2016)
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Figure 4.4: Conceptual exploration of 
integration possibilities between the Fort 
and the Village (Author 2016)
Figure 4.5: Conceptual master plan 
indicating the programmatic possibilities 
(Author 2016)
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Access points

Main roads

Secondary roads

Walking trails

WESTFORT
ACCESS POINTS & ROUTES

1km500m250m100m

Figure 4.6: Proposed main access points 
and routes at Westfort (Author 2016)
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4.3// 
a beaCon of
ContinuitY

With a clear understanding of both the 

historical and current context, there is 

no doubt that Westfort is in desper-

ate need of a holistic intervention that 

will secure its future value, protect our 

South African heritage, and ensure a 

collective experience. 

The theoretical exploration provided 

new insight into heritage value, herit-

age management, the celebration of 

the uniqueness of place, and how to 

design for a more engaging human ex-

perience through narration. 

The vision for Westfort is to reintro-

duce the site as an anchor to protect 

our collective heritage. Although the 

inclusion of the Westfort heritage vil-

lage is critical in its rehabilitation pro-

cess, the design focus will be centred 

on re-appropriating the use and sig-

nificance of the fort. 

In order to enrich the position of the 

fort as a beacon of continuity, it is 

interesting to draw a metaphysical 

comparison between the architectural 

typology of a lighthouse and that of a 

fort.

 

Similar to the fort, the use of traditional 

lighthouses was soon outdated by 

modern navigation technology, leaving 

them redundant in modern civilization. 

Built on coastal heights, on protruding 

rocks or islands, lighthouses are meant 

to guide, to warn and to enlighten that 

which is so easily overlooked by man. 

Steil (2010:4) suggests that, apart 

from their properties of physical guid-

ance, they should be valued for their 

symbolic presence that offers possible 

narratives of morality and of organic 

integration between the man-made 

and the natural. 

Lighthouses are also monu-
ments of memory and of civi-

lization. They celebrate the 
genius of place, virtues and 

events in the monumental 
mythology of mankind and of 

nature. 
 (Steil 2010:7) 

The reality is that these fortified struc-

tures now only resemble the static 

memory of our progression as a so-

ciety. The challenge, however, is to re-

envision them as beacons that inspire 

a new contemporary function. Their 

value could be re-ignited by either their 

typological, poetic or metaphysical ex-

istence which alludes to a metaphor of 

continuity. 
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Figure 4.7: Metaphysical comparison 
between the typology of a lighthouse and 
a fort (Author 2016)
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4.4// 
heritaGe 
siGnifiCanCe
& obJeCtives

Statement of heritage significance

Westfort exhibits a multiplicity of as-

sociated values that should inform 

and guide the design process. The Na-

tional Heritage Resources Act (1999) 

sets out a list of criteria to determine 

its ‘national’ significance. The heritage 

significance of Westfort can therefore 

be broadly described under the follow-

ing categories:

1. Historical significance

The site is associated with the estab-

lishment and protection of the capital 

city (Pretoria) as well as the history of 

medical services and the fight against 

leprosy in South Africa. The former 

institution is credited for its ability to 

meet the needs of its users by creat-

ing independent and sustainable living 

conditions. 

2. Architectural significance

The Westfort Village represents vari-

ous historical layers with different ad-

ditions over time. The sensitive scale 

of the buildings allowed for an intimate 

experience for the inhabitants that 

suggested the familiarity of a neigh-

bourhood in the city. Although much of 

the architectural fabric at the fort has 

been violated, the quality of the crafts-

manship and technical achievement is 

still visually accessible for interpreta-

tion. 

3. Spatial significance

The structural integrity of the fort as 

a submerged design is valued for its 

use of local materials and success-

ful integration into the surrounding 

landscape. The fort is not visible from 

lower levels and therefore does not in-

terfere with the sensitivity and natural 

ecology of the ridge. 

The objectives of the project

Inspired by the metaphorical potential 

of the fort as an anchor of hope and a 

beacon of continuity, the following ob-

jectives will inform decisions through-

out the project:

•	 To	 re-establish	 the	 discarded	 land-

scape	 of	 Westfort	 as	 a	 significant	

self-sustaining	heritage	village.

•	 To	 enable	 the	 current	 community	 of	

Westfort	Village	as	critical	stakehold-

ers	in	the	process	of	rehabilitation.	

•	 To	 re-appropriate	 the	 fort	 as	 a	 dy-

namic	 beacon	 of	 continuity	 and	be-

longing.

•	 To	celebrate	and	preserve	our	shared	

heritage.
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Figure 4.8: Conceptual collage of West-
fort, inspired by the lighthouse metaphor 
as a beacon of continuity and belonging 
(Author 2016)
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5.1// 
the CLient & 
partiCipants

The Heritage Portal

As a volunteer-driven organization, 

the Heritage Portal acts as mediator 

in facilitating information related to the 

collective memory of our South Afri-

can heritage. Being restricted to online 

communication only, this portal has 

proved to be successful in collabo-

rating with individuals and collective 

organisations in collecting and shar-

ing information. Although it is a noble 

act of preservation, it needs the sup-

port of a bigger network to elevate the 

importance of our national and global 

heritage. 

As part of a global mission to en-

courage the identification, protection 

and preservation of natural heritage 

around the world, uNESCO (united 

Nations Educational, Scientific and 

Cultural Organization) believes in her-

itage as a gift from the past to the fu-

ture (uNESCO 2008:5). This gift is not 

entrusted to selected individual, group 

or cultural organizations but is rather 

a valuable universal asset that belongs 

to an international community, and 

therefore to everyone. 

In 1972, uNESCO introduced the glob-

al Convention concerning the Protec-

tion of the World Cultural and Natural 

Heritage (uNESCO 2008:6). This con-

vention encourages all countries to 

identify and protect all heritage of lo-

cal, national and international interest. 

South Africa has already contributed 

eight world-class heritage sites that 

are listed as part of a global heritage 

community of preservation. These 

sites are evenly distributed across the 

country, showcasing the uniqueness 

of our country through diversification. 

Given its irreplaceable value to a global 

audience, the Heritage Portal will facili-

tate the process of collecting informa-

tion regarding South Africa’s cultural 

and natural heritage as a touchstone 

for building on our collective identity. 

The client requires a central and neu-

tral platform that would facilitate the 

process of sharing and engaging in 

collective heritage through narration. 

This experiential platform should call 

on both the national and global herit-

age communities to not only preserve 

and restore, but also celebrate our 

heritage. With emphasis on the expe-

rience of place, the story of the site 

should be carefully narrated across 

various scales. The programme should 

facilitate the process of collecting, re-

cording, validating, documenting and 

exhibiting new information regarding 

collective heritage. 

using the location of the fort and the 

adjoining village allows for both a 

tangible and intangible touchstone 

that would remind us of our responsi-

bilities as citizens to protect our herit-

age. It further recognizes the need to 

reclaim ownership of the abandoned 

and isolated past, and focus on its re-

habilitation into a new memory which 

encourages a sense of belonging and 

continuity.  

1.  MAPuNGuPWE CuLTuRAL LANDSCAPE

2.  CRADLE OF HuMANKIND

 HERITAGE PORTAL LOCATION

3. VREDEFORT DOME
4.  ISIMANGALISO WETLAND PARK

5.  DRAKESBERG PARK

7.  CAPE FLORAL REGION

8.  ROBBEN ISLAND & TABLE MOuNTAIN

6.  RICHTERSVELD

UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE SITES IN SOuTH AFRICA

GAUTENG HERITAGE COMMuNITIES

soweto
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Figure 5.1: Map of South Africa indicat-
ing the 8 UNESCO World heritage sites 
and the distribution of heritage commu-
nities across Gauteng (Author 2016)
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NEW GATE HOUSE

COMMUNITY HALL

LIBRARY & MUSEUM

STORYTELLING
STORYTELLING

CRAFTMAN’S WORKSHOPS

RECORDING STUDIO

MARKET SQUARE

RECORDING STUDIO

SCULPTURE PARK

HERITAGE PORTAL OFFICE

STAFF ACCOMMODATION

THE PORTAL RESTAURANT

TEMPORARY EXHIBITIONS

HERITAGE EVENTS

RESEARCH & DOCUMENTATION

RECORDING STUDIOS

GUEST ACCOMMODATION

STORYWALK

PARKING

CRECHE

MUSIC SCHOOL

NEW GATE HOUSE

LIFESKILLS TRAINING CENTRE

WESTFORT HERITAGE VILLAGE
MASTER PLAN
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Figure 5.2:  Proposed masterplan for the 
Westfort heritage village (Author:2016)
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Site owners

Financiers

Storytellers

Storytellers

Story writers

P R I M A R Y  S T A K E H O L D E R S

THE HERITAGE PORTAL
(Top down)

HostsFacilitators

PUBLIC WORKS & CITY COUNCIL (Top down)

UNESCO & TOURISTS (Top down & Bottom up)

SOUTH AFRICAN CITIZENS (Bottom up)

HERITAGE ORGANISATIONS (Top down)

HERITAGE RESEARCHERS (Top down)

WESTFORT VILLAGE
(Bottom up)

S E C O N D A R Y  S T A K E H O L D E R S

3

4

5

6

7

 

Main Intention
T O  C E L E B R A T E  O U R  C O L L E C T I V E  H E R I TA G E  
T H R O U G H  T H E  E X P E R I E N C E  O F  N A R R A T I O N
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5.2// 
proGramme 
reQuirements

The main intention of the project is 

therefore to celebrate our collective 

South African heritage through the ex-

perience of narration. 

The experience will be narrated ac-

cording to a series of events, leading 

up to the pinnacle of the experience, 

the beacon of continuity. It is also im-

portant that these events do not occur 

in isolation but are rather integrated in 

the daily routines of the Westfort Vil-

lage to encourage equal participation 

and continuity even further. 

The five events of narration are the fol-

lowing:

The five events of narration are as fol-

lows:

Event one

Exchange
upon entering the newly established 

heritage village, visitors are encour-

aged to participate in the experience 

of place. Historical, economic, edu-

cational and social interaction is in-

tegral in this process to encourage 

equal participation by all parties. 

Event two

Record
As the visitor progresses through 

the journey of place, a selection of 

interventions is dedicated to the 

recording of new information. The 

Heritage Portal will be responsible 

for facilitating formal and informal 

interviews on site.

Event three

Validate and 
   document

New-found information is then re-

searched to clarify its value. Her-

itage researchers facilitate this 

process by collaborating with the 

relevant communities. After valida-

tion and confirmation, the informa-

tion is then documented and pre-

pared for exhibition. 

Event four

Exhibit
Hosted within the fragile existing 

ruin, the fort would act as a back-

ground to the progression from the 

past to the present, and hopefully 

the future. Temporary exhibitions 

are held within the latter, informing 

and educating the collective on the 

value of our continuous South Afri-

can heritage.

Event five

Celebrate
The fort itself would act as the pin-

nacle of this experiential narrative 

journey. Events such as music fes-

tivals and seminars will be held in 

the enclosed courtyard to enhance 

its former function of protection. A 

new beacon anchors both the west 

and our lost heritage as a place of 

great value. 

Figure 5.3: Diagram of stakeholder 
involvement throughout the program 
(Author 2016)
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Event one - exchange

Event two - record

Event three - validate & document

Event four - exhibit

Event five - celebrate
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WESTFORT HERITAGE VILLAGE
SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

1

3

2

4

5

Figure 5.4:  Proposed sequence of events 
at Westfort heritage village (Author:2016)
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1

1

3

2

6
5

7

4

8

Stakeholders involved

The Heritage Portal

Westfort village

Public works & City Council

UNESCO & tourists

South African citizens

Heritage organisations

Heritage researchers

Gate houses (x2)
 Ticket office 
 Security check point 
 Ablutions

Westfort Library & Museum
 (Former Post Office)

Lifeskills training centre
 (Former School building)

Westfort market square
 Restaurants, markets, deli’s & shops

Guest accommodation (14 existing)
 2 Bedroom & 1 bathroom
 Kitchenette & Living area
 Verandah and shared garden

Heritage Portal offices
 Information desk
 Open plan offices
 Meeting room
 Staff kitchenette
 Storage
 Cleaning store room 
 Ablutions

Staff accommodation (14 existing)
 * same as per guest accommodation

The Portal Restaurant 
 Entertaining & seating area
 Cooking facilities
 Scullery
 Cold & dry storage
 Staff ablutions & washing rooms
 Refuse

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

(1 security guard & 1 admin person) x 2
Cashier safe
Security monitoring equipment
1 wc, 1hwb, 1 shower (x2)

2x reception, 4x administration, 1x cleaning
Reception foyer, waiting area, visual access, 
Administration, visual access
Private, acoustics, visual access
Off-grid energy & water requirements 
Document deliveries & collection
Cleaning equipment for accommodation units
(Unisex) 3 wc, 2hwb

Sleeps 14-28 guests, 3x cleaning staff, 2x gardeners
Bedroom furniture, 1xwc, 1xhwb, 1xshower
Off-grid energy & water requirements 
Visual access to Fort & heritage trail

Sleeps 14-35 Westfort community members

* Master plan only

* Master plan only

* Master plan only

6x operation staff, 6x kitchen staff, 2x cleaning staff
max 100 guests, indoor & outdoor (shaded with views)
water & energy connection, circulation, ventilation
wash-up (water & energy connection, storage)
walk in fridge & pantry (access & energy connection)
2 wc, 2hwb, 1 shower 
Service access, ventilation

FuNCTION REQuIREMENTS

  110 m2

80 m2

50 m2

25 m2

25 m2

10 m2

  17 m2

35 m2

10 m2

10 m2

20 m2

2,5 m2

14 m2

  30 m2

18 m2

12 m2

  60 m2

4 m2

2 m2

10 m2
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    event one

    eXCHANge

m2

Figure 5.5:  Allocation of event one at 
Westfort heritage village (Author:2016)
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1

4

5

2
3

Stakeholders involved

The Heritage Portal

Westfort village

Public works & City Council

UNESCO & tourists

South African citizens

Heritage organisations

Heritage researchers

    event two

    ReCORD

* Master plan only

* Master plan only

* Master plan only

90

FuNCTION REQuIREMENTS

05/PROGRAMME87

Music school 
(Former school hall)

Craftman’s workshops 
(Former prison block)
 
Storytelling
 (Former Orthodox church)

Recording studios
 Informal reflection
 Group discussions
 Digital archive
 Storywalls
 Service and control room
 Ablutions

Parking
 Heritage Portal staff
 Staff Accommodation  
 Accommodation units
 Visitors
 Spill over parking (large events)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5. 
4 bays at office (paved)
2 bays per accommodation unit (28) (paved)
2 bays per accommodation unit (28) (paved)
40 bays (paved)
open grassland to accommodate 500 vehicles (unpaved)

2x partially enclosed studios (acoustics, light, comfort)
1x studio (acoustics, light, comfort)
1x studio for digital presentation (visual access, light, 
acoustics)
Visible, waterproof, light
Open and accessible (acoustics)
(see sanitary installations)

m2

  50 m2

350 m2

350 m2

500 m2

6250 m2

20 m2  
20 m2

50 m2

10 m2

30 m2

Figure 5.6:  Allocation of event two at 
Westfort heritage village (Author:2016)
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3 2

1

Stakeholders involved

The Heritage Portal

Westfort village

Public works & City Council

UNESCO & tourists

South African citizens

Heritage organisations

Heritage researchers

Heritage Portal offices
 Information collection & distribution
 
Research & validation
 * Reception desk
 * Storage
 Open plan office
 Kitchenette
 Ablutions

Documentation
 Discussion rooms & meetings
 Print room & Exhibition preparation

1.

2.

3.

FuNCTION REQuIREMENTS

* see exchange (page ?)

2 x reception, 8 researchers, 2 cleaning staff, visitors 
* Receptionist (visual access & circulation)
* Information & recording deliveries (access & circulation)
Seating, research access & equipment
Off-grid energy & water requirements 
(see sanitary installations)

Seating, acoustics, flexible, informal
Digital equipment, storage, workspace
. 

6 m2  
20 m2

80 m2

20 m2
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    event three

    vAlIDATe &    
         DOCUmeNT

m2

30 
m2

45 
m2

Figure 5.7:  Allocation of event three at 
Westfort heritage village (Author:2016)
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5
4

3

2

1

Stakeholders involved

The Heritage Portal

Westfort village

Public works & City Council

UNESCO & tourists

South African citizens

Heritage organisations

Heritage researchers

Local Art gallery
 (Former Hospital building)

Westfort sculpture park
 Exhibition, seating, play

Storywalk
 Walking trails 
 Information display
 Seating
 Viewing platforms
 
The Portal Library
 * Reception desk
 Information display
 Reading & seating
 Archives
 * Digital research
 Children storytelling
 Educational playground

Temporary exhibition rooms
 Rotating display technology
 Information display
 Interactive display

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

FuNCTION REQuIREMENTS

* Master plan only

* Master plan only

Daily use = 40 users 
Partially paved surface (waterdrainage)
Signage, 
Landscape integration (waterproofing)
Seating, orientation, visibility

Daily use = 40 users 
Wall, floor & roof connections (no permanent attachment)
Light quality & circulation
Digital interventions (energy, acoustics, light

1 km 
walk

370 m2  

Daily use = 40 users (including staff)
* Librarian & sales desk (visual access & circulation)
Bookshelves (light quality, visual access)
Tables & seating (light quality)
Exhibition & reading of heritage material (safety, light)
* connection with research office
Indoor & outdoor options (safety, visual access)
Informative landscape integration  (safety, visual access)

12 m2  
80 m2

20 m2

35 m2

15 m2

25 m2

45 m2
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    event four

    eXHIBIT

m2

Figure 5.8:  Allocation of event four at 
Westfort heritage village (Author:2016)
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Stakeholders involved

The Heritage Portal

Westfort village

Public works & City Council

UNESCO & tourists

South African citizens

Heritage organisations

Heritage researchers

Community hall
 (Former administration building)
 
Market square

National & local heritage events
 Performance stage
 Seating
 

Beacon of Continuity 
 Vertical circulation
 Viewing platforms & equipment
 Information display
 Lighthouse 
 Seating
 
Sanitary installations 
 Additional ablutions (entrance) 
 Portal Restaurant 
 Portal Offices & Library
 Fort (large events)
 
Service deliveries
 Drop-off & Loading zone 
 General maintenance
 Kitchen deliveries

Service distribution
 Energy
 Water 
 Sewerage

 

1.

2.

3.

4.

*

*

*

FuNCTION REQuIREMENTS

Validate & Document

34

2

1

* Master plan only

* Master plan only

Montly events = 800 users
Visual access, safety, acoustics
Floor integration (use on demand) (500 removable seats)

 24 m2

450 m2

10 m2

50 m2  
800 m2

Daily use = 40 users, Montly events = 800 users (median 
= 60)
Stairs & Ramp (Safety & Visibilty)
Viewpoints, landscape integrated telescopes (safety)
Landscape integrated
Artificial light, visibility, materiality
Landscape integrated
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    event five

    CeleBRATe

m2

Daily use = 60 users, Montly events = 600 users
Women (2 wc, 2 hwb), Men (2 urinals, 1 wc, 2 hwb), M.i.p 
Women (4 wc, 4 hwb), Men (3 urinals, 1 wc, 4 hwb), M.i.p 
Women (4 wc, 4 hwb), Men (3 urinals, 1 wc, 4 hwb), M.i.p 
Women (10 wc, 5 hwb), Men (3 urinals, 2 wc, 3 hwb), M.i.p

Road access, turning circle, circulation 
Access to services, durability of materials
Access, circulation, removal of refuse

Solar PV panels on northern ridge or roofs, battery room
Potable water from reservoir, rain water harvesting, grey 
water
French drain, westfort village connection to larger system

40 m2  
70 m2

 70 m2

105 m2

Figure 5.9:  Allocation of event five at 
Westfort heritage village (Author:2016)
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Figure 5.10: Spatial exploration of pro-
grammatic requirements (Author 2016)
Figure 5.11: First design explorations 
of programmatic requirements (Author 
2016)

5.115.10
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5.3// 
proGrammatiC
preCedent

FREEDOM PARK

Location : Pretoria, South Africa

Date : 2008

Client : City of Tswhane

Architect : Gapp+ Mashabane Rose 

Architects + Mma

Key words

Heritage narration

Heritage Tourism

Circulation

Thresholds

As part of Pretoria’s regeneration pro-

jects, the main intention of Freedom 

Park is to tell the story of our South 

African history. By acknowledging the 

past, this landmark hope to celebrate 

the achievement of democracy and 

stand as a beacon of hope for the fu-

ture (Young 2004:1).

Visiting the site, one is informed of 

our collective history that dates from 

the pre-colonial till the Post-apartheid 

era. In 2014, Freedom Park hosted 

a first ever storytelling festival. This 

event wished to bring people together 

through spritual engagement and en-

tertainment by proffessional storytell-

ers (Daniels:2014). 

Although this precedent shows similar 

approaches to the dissertation pro-

posal in terms of it’s programme, it is 

mainly included as a critique on it’s 

limitations as an inclusive heritage 

site. 

Figure 5.12: Elevated view of Freedom 
Park (Young: 2008)
Figure 5.13: Section and floor site plan of 
design (Young:2008)
Figure 5.14: Elevated views of the circu-
lation routes and landscape integrated 
events (Young:2008)

Freedom Park is a national 
monument positioned towards 

furthering the rich cultural, 
historical, political and spir-
itual needs of the people of 

South Africa and beyond.
(Daniels:2014)

Given it’s mandate to ‘further’ our col-

lective cultural, historical, political and 

spritual values, the author’s opinion is 

that it is still perceived as a political 

monument, static and very isolated. 

Considering the previous theoretical 

exploration on heritage value, continu-

ity and experientialism, the success 

of this dissertation lies in it’s ability to 

transform an isolated heritage monu-

ment into an everyday, ongoing dia-

logue.
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6.1// 
desiGn vision 
and intent

The design process was informed 

by the following generators: an un-

derstanding of the context, the site 

conditions, and the programmatic 

requirements. The design approach 

should also resonate with the project 

intention, which is to encourage equal 

and collaborative participation in the 

continuous contribution to our shared 

future.

Heritage legislation

As listed earlier in the document, the 

seven principles set out by the 2007 

ICOMOS Charter will guide the design 

process to ensure that the interpre-

tation and representation of the pro-

posed Heritage Portal are in accord-

ance with legislation (ICOMOS 2008:4).

These principles are applied in the fol-

lowing design strategies:

Principle 1: 

Access and Understanding

Application:

Multiple entry points and access 

routes will allow for diversity and easy 

access to the specific events. The aim 

is to encourage an appreciation for the 

existing heritage fabric whilst intro-

ducing new interventions that equally 

engage in the need for heritage con-

servation. 

Figure 6.1: Conceptual exploration of 
spatial and architectural intent on plan 
(Author 2016)

Principle 2: 

Information Sources

Application:

Information (both verbal and written) 

needs to be accessible at the entry 

gates, in the village at nodal intersec-

tions, and along the journey to the fort. 

As part of community involvement, the 

members of Westfort Village will ac-

company the visitors on the story walk 

routes.

Principle 3: 

Attention to Setting and Context

Application:

As introduced in the precinct master 

plan, the entire site is accessible on 

foot and visitors are encouraged to 

make use of the allocated circulation 

paths to navigate from one event to 

another. This would allow for a more 

intimate sense of both the tangible and 

intangible qualities of place. 

Principle 4: 

Preservation of Authenticity

Application:

At a larger scale, the heritage village 

will be partially restored with minimal 

interventions to retain the authenticity 

of the existing built fabric. The fort as 

a ruin will also only be partially reha-

bilitated through a combination of res-

toration and preservation techniques 

contrasted to the new interventions. 

The goal is to retain its unique char-

acter with minimal intervention as a 

reminder of the fragility and continuity 

of heritage fabric over time. 

Principle 5: 

Planning for Sustainability

Application:

Currently the Westfort Village is cut off 

from any municipal services, which 

forces the users to resort to alternative 

and creative methods to fulfil their im-

mediate needs. The new additions at 

the fort must therefore contribute to-

wards the larger network of the village, 

and self-sustaining passive environ-

mental strategies should be introduced. 

Principle 6: 

Concern for Inclusiveness

Application:

The success of this programme relies 

greatly on the equal participation of all 

stakeholders involved. As illustrated in 

the stakeholder diagram on page 84, 

the design approach is to encourage 

all participants through the experience 

of narration. 

6.1

Principle 7: 

Importance of Research, Training, 

and Evaluation

Application:

As part of the programmatic require-

ments, the Heritage Portal will also 

develop and present information re-

garding our collective South African 

heritage. The process of research and 

documentation should be visible to ed-

ucate members of the public on, and in-

spire them with, heritage conservation.
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The spatial intention

Given the initial intentions for the fort 

to protect the greater public, it only 

seems fit that the new additions and 

alterations should respect the struc-

tural integrity of the existing ruin. As 

a protector, the legacy of the fort will 

now be continued by protecting the 

continuity of our collective South Afri-

can heritage. 

It has been illustrated in this disserta-

tion how the authenticity of place can 

be narrated through intuitive experi-

ence. The narrative experience and the 

architectural expression should there-

fore form a synthesis in guiding the 

user through the journey. 

The spatial intention is illustrated 

through the journey that connects the 

series of narrative events whilst build-

ing on the anticipation of reaching the 

pinnacle, the beacon of continuity.  

The architectural intention

The renowned philosopher and theo-

rist, Michel Foucault (1926-1984) 

(1986:22-24), argues that we are op-

erating in an epoch of juxtaposition 

where certain hierarchies of spaces 

are juxtaposed with one another in 

order to define their spatial quality or 

superiority. 

These opposing spaces can be traced 

from as early as the Middle Ages, as 

seen with sacred places and profane 

places, protected or open places, urban 

or rural places, all of which determine 

the richness of the human experience. 

The intersections of opposing spatial 

experiences are therefore part of our 

daily lives, our interactions with each 

other, and our natural surroundings. 
06/DESIGN DEVELOPMENT103 104

Figure 6.2: Conceptual summary of the 
design response (Author 2016)
Figure 6.3: Analysis of the original spatial 
and architectural intent of the Fort as 
constructed in 1898 (Author 2016)

6.36.2

The architectural intention should 

therefore represent a language that 

makes clear distinctions between past 

and present, old and new, and building 

and landscape, in order to encourage a 

sense of spatial continuity.
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6.2// 
desiGn
preCedents

THE RECONSTRUCTION OF 

SzATMáRY PALACE

Location : Pécs, Hungary

Date :  Original: 16th century

Project Planning: 2008-2010, 

Completion: 2011

Client : City Of Pécs

Architect : Marp

  

Keywords

Ruin

Reconstruction

Transition

Events

Temporary vs. Permanent

Given the current condition of the fort 

as an undervalued and isolated ruin, 

the following precedents illustrate the 

potential of preserving the character 

of a ruin whilst accommodating future 

needs.

With its magnificent views from the 

hilltops in the Tettye Valley urban park, 

this project truly celebrates the thresh-

olds and transitions between old and 

new, urban and nature (Dévényi 2012). 

Still visible today, these historical rem-

nants were once home to the Hun-

garian Bishop, and were altered and 

added to as functional requirements 

changed (Dévényi 2012). until recently, 

it was used as an alternative backdrop 

to open air performances, adding to its 

theatricality. 

In 2010, the city council of Pécs refo-

cused its attention to the renewal of 

public space, which included the Tet-

tye Park and the former ruin. Given 

the unique and picturesque presence 

of the park, the aim was to rethink its 

value as a public space without sac-

rificing the authenticity and quality of 

the ruin. 

With a clear understanding of the his-

torical, economic, social and future 

value of the site, the design team pro-

posed the reconstruction of the origi-

nal palace to host contemporary and 

future public events in a renewed con-

text. With a clear distinction between 

old and new, a variety of materials 

were juxtaposed to not only enhance 

the spatial experience but to also sep-

arate the temporal and permanent di-

mensions of time. 

Figure 6.4:  Newly constructed south 
wall with corten steel (TÖrÖk 2012)
Figure 6.5: Reconstruction of original 
palace with new foundations and walls 
(TÖrÖk 2012)
Figure 6.6: Viewpoint overlooking the 
surrounding city (TÖrÖk 2012)
Figure 7.7: New walkways to separate 
old from new (TÖrÖk 2012)

6.4

6.5 6.6 6.7
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Stavroulaki (2003:1) argues that Scar-

pa’s design approach could be consid-

ered as an embodied pedagogic device 

aimed at ways of seeing. Scarpa’s ap-

proach is therefore valued as a spatial 

tool where the focus shifts from the 

story of art to the story of interpreta-

tion (Stavroulaki 2003:2). 

As mentioned earlier, the recent phe-

nomenon of ‘ocularcentrism’ is con-

sidered the preferred method in muse-

ums, yet it is limited in its experiential 

potential. It is as if Scarpa anticipated 

this phenomenon in his reconstruction 

project, where the design facilitates 

the perception and mode of under-

standing of the history rather than the 

history itself. 

Scarpa celebrates the different lay-

ers of history, therefore revealing the 

inherent discontinuity of time through 

careful narration of its context (Stav-

roulaki 2003:4). 

In retrospect, this project is valued for 

its interpretation of its unique history, 

the architectural detail and its design 

for the experiential. But perhaps one of 

Scarpa’s most valued contributions to 

architecture is his ability to design for 

the human experience.  

CASTELVECCHIO

Location : Verona, Italy

Date : Original: 1354 

Reconstruction: 1958

Architect : Carlo Scarpa

Keywords

Interpretation

Rehabilitation

Detail

Experiential

Similar to Fort West, Castelvecchio 

was also originally intended as a de-

fence structure for military purposes. 

It was later re-purposed to host the 

Venetian Military Academy and to-

day houses an art museum (Coombs 

1992:2).

By the time that Carlo Scarpa was 

commissioned, Castelvecchio (‘old 

castle’) was already an amalgamation 

of several transformations and addi-

tions over four consecutive periods of 

construction. Coombs (1992:4) argues 

that, apart from the rehabilitation of 

the historic castle, Scarpa was more 

interested in the experiential interpre-

tation of its complicated history. 

... in an act of discovery... 
the antithesis of the mute 

observer of the prewar era. 
Scarpa’s critique is contained 
in the individual’s experience 

of architecture, landscape and 
museum exhibits.

Coombs (1992:5)

06/DESIGN DEVELOPMENT107 108

Figure 6.8: Interior view of museum cor-
ridor (MITLibraries:2016)
Figure 6.9: Construction additions 
(http://mela.iuav.it)
Figure 6.10: Entrance additions celebrat-
ing old and new (Stavroulaki:2003)
Figure 6.11: Plan of Castelvecchio (Stav-
roulaki:2003)
Figure 6.12: Different angles and modes 
of viewing art (Stavroulaki:2003)

6.8

6.9

6.10

6.11 6.12
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Figure 6.13: Surrounding views from 
western edge of the Fort (Author 2016)
Figure 6.14: Model and analyses of the 
existing conditions of the Fort and poten-
tial interventions (Author 2016)

6.3// 
desiGn 
expLoration

The existing conditions

In order to implement the proposed 

design strategies, the following unique 

attributes should be considered to in-

form the design process:

1. Orientation

Although the fort was intended to pro-

tect the western entry portals of Pre-

toria, it seems to have lost its signifi-

cance on the western edge. The main 

ammunition shaft and machine rooms 

were allocated to this important edge 

to ensure maximum control and verti-

cal access to different levels. 

2. Access

On the eastern edge, most of the built 

fabric was used to announce the entry 

portals and are still in good condition 

today. There is a clear hierarchy in the 

circulation routes, ranging from 4m 

wide vehicular routes to 0,7m narrow 

corridors.

3. Visibility

According to Van Vollenhoven 

(1998:45) four canons were positioned 

on each corner of the embankment for 

its maximum visibility and exposure to 

the surroundings, and these should be 

celebrated in the design.

4. Typology & materials

Almost the entire fort was constructed 

with excavated materials and local 

sandstone from the region. Apart from 

its natural appearance, today this sub-

merged structure is now seamlessly 

integrated with and hidden in the land-

scape.

Lost sigificance of Western edge

6.14

6.13
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Figure 6.15: Southern Elevation of ridge 

upon approach (Author 2016)

Figure 6.16: A series of events visible 
with subtle beacons in the landscape 
(Author 2016)

111

The story walks

The programme requirements state 

that there are different users, each with 

their own intention for visiting the site. 

A central meeting point is therefore 

essential in order to inform and direct 

these users to specific events. At the 

foot of the ridge, the existing built fab-

ric is utilised as accommodation units 

for both visiting guests and the hosting 

staff members from Westfort heritage 

village. 

Dedicated parking at the foot of the 

ridge allows the visitor to engage with 

the site by taking either a 2km guided 

story walk or the drop-off taxi ride to 

the top. The story walk should be de-

signed in such a way that it communi-

cates the story of place with intercept-

ing platforms that allow for reflection. 

As the story progresses, so does the 

anticipation of discovery as the visitor 

is drawn onwards with small sugges-

tions of protruding beacons at the top.

6.15 6.16
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Figure 6.17: Early design exploration of 
site integration and different approaches 

(Author 2016)

Figure 6.18: Site plan development 
(Author 2016)

06/DESIGN DEVELOPMENT 114113

6.186.17
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Layout of Exploration One

Considering the unique attributes of 

the existing fort and the programmatic 

requirements of the new additions, the 

following informants directed the lay-

out exploration, as illustrated .

Approach from the east

Hierarchy of circulation 

Access and use of existing ruin

Integration of new additions

Visibility & orientation of new additions

The significance of the western edge

Landscape integration

 

The exploration resulted in a spatial 

response that encourages the exten-

sion of the story walk as an experi-

ence of place. The model investigated 

various degrees of circulation through 

and around the site to add to the ex-

perience of narration. The positioning 

of the new additions was questionable 

for its spatial hierarchy, as it did not 

complement but rather competed with 

the existing fabric of the fort. 

Figure 6.20: First model exploration to 
understand spatial arrangement (Author 
2016)
Figure 6.21: Early layout and planning 
explorations (Author 2016)

6.216.20
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Figure 6.22: Model exploration of itera-
tion two (Author 2016)
Figure 6.23: Design development of lay-
out exploration two (Author 2016)

Layout of Exploration Two

As a result of the first explorations, it 

was realised that the new additions of 

the Heritage Portal should be better in-

tegrated into the landscape to build on 

the experience of the journey towards 

the fort. 

With the proposed new additions a 

better understanding of the spatial hi-

erarchy and programmatic experience 

was communicated. The introduction 

of a new circulation axis allowed for 

easy access and interpretation of the 

specified sequel of events. 

The intention with this iteration was to 

explore the potential of the new addi-

tions to be extensions of the fort, but 

the scale and proportion were still 

questionable and unresolved. The re-

habilitation and alteration of the ex-

isting structures at the fort were iter-

ated according to the new proposed 

function. The intention is to retain the 

structural material of the existing walls 

but introduce new materials according 

to the proposed new function. 

6.236.22
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Figure 6.24: Circulation alterations 
through site according to specific re-
quirements of events (Author 2016)

6.24
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Figure 6.25: Design layout and planning 
to identify the specific requirements of 
each event (Author 2016)

6.25
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Layout of Exploration Three

As a result of the previous iterations, 

the proportions of the new additions 

in relation to the existing were better 

resolved. 

This iteration utilized the natural to-

pography of the existing ridge to direct 

the user and build on the anticipation 

of discovery. The different events of 

narration are therefore now connected 

and interpreted as one collective expe-

rience. 

With a clear distinction between old 

and new, landscape and building, the 

design started to communicate the 

design intentions on both a spatial and 

architectural level. The user require-

ments and general circulation were 

still problematic and had to be ad-

dressed at a more detailed scale. 

Figure 6.25: Model exploration to finalize 
spatial arrangements (Author 2016)

Figure 6.26: Design plan development 
(Author 2016)

6.25 6.26
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6.4// 
desiGn 
resoLution

As the user enters the site from ei-

ther the story walk trail or the drop-off 

platform, the first encounter of herit-

age narration is the Heritage Portal 

research and validation studio. This 

process requires a peaceful environ-

ment with minimal disturbance and 

is therefore only partially visible to the 

passing public. 

Natural ventilation, adequate daylight-

ing and acoustics were some of the 

critical determinants in establishing a 

healthy indoor research environment. 

A steel portal frame structure repre-

sents the new interventions as tec-

tonic elements in the stereotomic aes-

thetic of the surrounding landscape.

eveNT  
ONe
research and
validation

Figure 6.27: Section exploration of new 
research addition (Author 2016)

Figure 6.28: Plan development of re-
search addition (Author 2016)

6.27 6.28
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eveNT  
TWO
Library and
documentation

600 1845

upon reaching the second beacon of 

narration, the design encourages a 

more intimate and participatory pro-

cess along a secondary circulation 

route. 

The public interface is facilitated by an 

open library where storytelling and in-

formation is shared and made visible 

along the northern edge. The south-

ern edge is allocated to more intimate 

spaces such as conversation rooms 

and the documentation process. Ablu-

tions and all wet services are also in-

stalled and hidden along the southern 

edge. 

Figure 6.29: Section exploration of new 
library and documentation addition 
(Author 2016)

Figure 6.30: Plan development of library 
and documentation addition (Author 
2016)

6.29 6.30
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eveNT  
THRee
portal 
restaurant

The Portal restaurant is situated on an 

open platform that takes advantage of 

the surrounding vantage points. This 

allows the user to reflect on the sto-

rytelling experience before moving on 

to the next event. At this point the user 

is introduced to the anticipated grand 

entrance portals of the former fort and 

continues to explore the narrative. 

Figure 6.31: Section exploration of new 
restaurant addition (Author 2016)

Figure 6.32: Plan development of restau-
rant addition (Author 2016)

6.31 6.32
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eveNT  
FOUR 
exhibitions and
events

Traversing the entry portals of the old 

fort, the user is confronted with the 

dominant quality of the thick stone 

walls, constructed with precision and 

perfection. A small opening invites the 

user to move through a hidden tunnel 

which leads to the rehabilitated rooms 

that now exhibit new-found heritage 

information.

The exhibition continues in differ-

ent forms of architecture with subtle 

transitions in storytelling from inside 

to outside. Recording rooms, a small 

cinema and digital archives allow the 

user to be inspired by the voices of our 

collective heritage. The open air court-

yard can also accommodate up to 800 

visitors which make it the ideal loca-

tion for larger storytelling events. 

Figure 6.33: Plan development of new 
exhibition and events additions (Author 
2016)

6.33

Announced by the towering ammu-

nition shaft, the user can advance to 

the next event which is continued by a 

series of spectacular viewpoints. The 

pinnacle of the experience is marked 

by an arrangement of slender light 

beacons that celebrate the existence 

of the fort and signals the endurance 

of our continuous heritage.
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eveNT  
FIve
viewpoints
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Figure 6.34: Section exploration of new 
exhibition and story telling additions 
(Author 2016)

Figure 6.35: Plan development of the top 
floor levels of the Fort (Author 2016)
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Figure 6.34: Section exploration of new 
exhibition and story telling additions 
(Author 2016)

Figure 6.35: Plan development of the top 
floor levels of the Fort (Author 2016)

6.34 6.35
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7.1// 
teCtoniC 
ConCept

By introducing a sense of continuity, 

the tectonic approach is based on the 

key aesthetic parameter of new meets 

old. Whilst preserving the integrity of 

the old fabric, the new interventions 

should be clearly differentiated and 

represent a new architectural lan-

guage.

This method of contrast or juxtaposi-

tion favors the programmatic inter-

pretation of respecting our past whilst 

contributing towards the future. The 

success of differentiation not only re-

lies on the degree of contrast between 

old and new but an acute understand-

ing of connecting the latter. 

There are different variations of con-

trast ranging from subtle to appar-

ent or extreme interventions. Bloszies 

(2012:12) suggest that although ex-

treme contrast encourages an ap-

preciation for both old and new, a 

restrained or referential approach is 

equally effective. The technical explo-

ration will be based on a combination 

of different degrees of contrast de-

pending on the experiential require-

ments. The effective use of materials 

will be the key determinant in the pro-

cess of differentiation. 

07/TECHNÉ137 138

Figure 7.1: Conceptual collage of tec-
tonic approach (Author 2016)

7.1

7.2// 
Conservation 
strateGY

Although the fort has not been de-

clared as a national monument, it re-

mains under the protection of the 1999 

Heritage Act. Alterations and additions 

is therefore possible if motivated ac-

cordingly. The ICOMOS Charter for 

conservation and restoration (1964: 

Article 5) suggests that the repurpos-

ing of historic monuments for social 

use is acceptable and should not ad-

just the layout or decoration of the 

building. Modification that change the 

function may be permitted if it is within 

the limits of the latter. 

Adaptive re-use projects is therefore 

a sustainable method of ensuring the 

conservation of historical sites given 

the new intervention respect the in-

tegrity of the old. The intention is to 

preserve all existing structures and 

ensure that new additions do not com-

promise the stability or integrity of the 

latter. 

The excavation and levelling of floor 

levels should be facilitated under the 

supervision of the required experts 

such as environmentalists and ar-

chaeologists. Any archaeological find-

ings that has been discovered during 

the excavation phase of the project 

will be exhibited in the new additions 

to amplify the narrative experience. All 

excavated soil is re-used on site for 

new construction and remains sensi-

tive to the existing ridge line. 
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7.3// 
struCturaL sYstems
& materiaLitY

In support of the tectonic approach 

the method of contrast is illustrated 

through a combination of three inter-

dependent structural systems, each 

contributing to the narrative experience.

Substructure

Apart from the structural integrity of 

this system, it should also resemble 

the endurance and protection of our 

collective heritage. Given the sub-

merged existence of the Fort, the 

natural condition of the ridge forms 

the basis of the transitional process of 

contrasts. To retain the soil of all the 

excavated floor levels the reinforced 

retaining walls are finished off with 

either a board formed concrete or a 

double coated white Rhino wall plaster 

finish. 

Structural walls will support the lateral 

imposed loads of the secondary struc-

tural system and allow for the align-

ment of wet and electrical services. 

The interpretation of the stereotomic 

quality of the substructure will compli-

ment the new tectonic additions of the 

superstructure which represents the 

versatility of our future heritage.

Superstructure

In response to the original design of 

the fort, the dismantled structural 

and decorative steel components 

will be reintroduced in a combination 

of primary and secondary structural 

support frames.These steel compo-

nents are valued for their versatility 

in form, their compatibility with oth-

er materials and structural stability. 

Pre-oxidised structural steel beams 

and columns are also valued for 

their potential to be dismantled and 

re-used in future additions. A light-

weight steel roof construction is 

explored as temporary construction 

to allow for future renovations, addi-

tions or demolition of the site.

Connections

The success of the techtonic ap-

proach is largely subjected to the 

detail connections between the sug-

gested contrasting structural ele-

ments. One of the major concerns is 

the connection of the new additions to 

the existing structures without com-

promising the integrity of the heritage 

fabric. The intention is to elevate the 

experience and uniqueness of each 

structural component whilst con-

necting them to form part of the 

greater whole. 

Recycled materials

As a product from the ruination at 

Westfort Village, the original timber 

floors was stripped and replaced 

with new materials. These original 

oak timber planks will be reused in 

the temporary exhibition rooms. All 

excavated soil are utilised on site 

by a well balanced cut and fill con-

struction plan. Recycled steel com-

ponents are implemented in con-

struction process. The use of Corten 

steel plates as cladding is valued for 

it’s weathering capacity and unique 

character as it changes over time. 

SUBSTRUCTURE
‘ENDURANCE	&	PROTECTION’

Excavation and re-use of soil
Levelling of surfaces
New Foundations
Introduce white structural walls 
Installation of wet services
Stereotomic quality of materials
Permanent construction

SUPERSTRUCTURE
‘VERSATILE	&	COMPATIBLE’

Re-introduce dismantle steel components
Structural & non-structural
Tectonic quality of materials
Temporary construction
Weathering capacity

CONNECTIONS
‘CONTRAST’	
Fixing of different materials
Elevate material integrity
Resemble continuity of 
our collective heritage

ExISTING CONDITION
‘A	RUIN’

Retain all structural 
and non structural elements of 
existing Fort

7.2
07/TECHNÉ139

Figure 7.2: Extrusion of all Structural 
systems at the Fort (Author 2016) 
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ExISTING CONDITION AT SITE
600-1,2m dressed stone walls
Rocky ground conditions
Soil erosion
Vandalism

STRUCTURAL SUPPORT
1. 300-600mm white plastered structural walls
2. 300mm reinforced concrete retaining walls
3. Structural steel portal frames (NJR) 
Basement construction (Tanking)
Raft foundations 

INFILL
1. Corten steel cladding 
(Local manufacturer: ArcelorMittal)
2. Danpalon-polycarbonate sheeting 
(Local manufacturer: Danpal)
(1 & 2 is fixed to a light weight steel frame)

FLOOR FINISHES
exterior circulation
1. 13mm grey stone aggregate on compacted soil
2. Lafarge Artevia with exposed aggregate (www.
lafarge.co.za)
indoor circulation
3. 32mm Recycled SA Pine t&g timber planks
4. Power floated screed on concrete surface bed

ROOF CONSTRUCTION
1. Copper roof (www.freedompark.co.za) 

(Local manufacturer: Copalcor trading)
2. Gravel-Ballested roof
3. Green roof (www.liveroof.com)

(Liferoof LITE SYSTEM over conventional roof-
ing assembly with moisture portals)

Figure 7.3: Exploration of the material 
application (Author 2016) 
Figure 7.4: Existing and proposed mate-
rial palette (Author 2016)

MATERIAL PALETTE

07/TECHNÉ141
7.4

7.3
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7.4// 
environmentaL 
strateGies

Research & validation
6- 8 full time staff members
* See programme requirements 
on page 87

Function

Library & Documentation
40 daily users
* See programme requirements 
on page 89

Portal Restaurant
40-100 daily users
* See programme requirements 
on page 85

Events & Exhibitions
60-800 daily users
* See programme requirements 
on page 85

SOLAR ENERGY 
HARVESTING

WATER DEMAND
Litres/day

RAIN WATER 
HARVEST

CONTRIBUTION

ENERGY DEMAND
Watts/daym2

  108 
m2

  345 
m2

  235 
m2

1334 
m2

Solar panels
Stand alone system

PRODUCT
‘Sunmodule SW80 
Poly RNA
PV Panel size 
958x680x34mm
Weight 
7.6kg
Energy (Wh/day) 
270Wh
Cost 
 R4650 / panel

Total panels installed
40 
Total energy 
generated / day
10800 Wh/day

wc - 8L (4x4 flush)
hwb - 2L (8x4)
urinals - 1L (4x4)
kitchen - 4x30L 
TOTAL =  328L/day

wc - 8L (30x1 flush)
hwb - 2L (60x1)
urinals - 1L (30x1)
kitchen - 65L (60 seat)
TOTAL =  4290L/day

wc - 8L (20x4 flush)
hwb - 2L (40x4)
urinals - 1L (20x4)
TOTAL = 1200 L/day

wc - 8L (300x1 flush)
hwb - 2L (600x1)
urinals - 1L (300x1)
shower - 40L (2x2)
TOTAL =  4060L/day

Roof catchment
117 m2 

Surface catchment
187 m2 

Roof catchment
 168m2 

Surface catchment
376 m2 

Roof catchment
450 m2 

Surface catchment
306 m2 

Roof catchment
432 m2 

Surface catchment
760 m2 

Lighting 
1 856 W/day
Office Equipment 
13 950 W/day

Lighting 
3 920 W/day
Office Equipment 
12 342 W/day

Lighting 
2 535 W/day
Office Equipment 
18 034 W/day

Lighting 
2 807 W/day
Office Equipment 
7 500 W/day

Sources: 
http://ecotechenergy.co.za/calculator/EnergyCalculator.xlsx
GBC SA-Energy-Water-Benchmarking-Tool-v1-20112014.xls
BUCKLE. J.S, et al. 2007. Water consumption levels in selected South African Cities. Water Research Commision: November. 

BUILDING METRIC
 
 GLA   
 Average occupancy hours p/month  110.69
 Average daily occupants  180
 
 Water demand p/day (2 events/month) 9879L/day
 Water demand p/day (exluding events)  6368L/day
 Average water demand p/day 6602L/day 
 Total rain water harvested annually 1688’774L/y
 Total rain water harvested daily 4691 L/day
 Potable water supply (municipal reservoir)
 
 Total energy consumption p/day 42 kW/day
 Total energy consumption p/month (18) 808 kW 
 Solar energy generated p/month 846 kW

AVERAGE MONTHLY 
PRECIPITATION FOR 
PRETORIA (mm)  
January 136mm
February 5mm
March 82mm
April 51mm
May 13mm
June 7mm
July 3mm
August 6mm
September 22mm
October 71mm
November 98mm
December 110mm

AVERAGE HARVEST 
PER MONTH (90% of surfaces)

2796m2 x 0.136m = 380,256 L
2796m2 x 0.005m = 13,980 L
2796m2 x 0.082m = 229,272 L
2796m2 x 0.051m = 142,596 L
2796m2 x 0.013m = 36,348 L
2796m2 x 0.007m = 19,572 L
2796m2 x 0.003m = 8,388 L
2796m2 x 0.006m = 16,776 L

2796m2 x 0.022m = 61,512 L

2796m2 x 0.071m = 198,516 L

2796m2 x 0.098m = 274,008 L

2796m2 x 0.110m = 307,560 L

Source: http://www.climatetemp.info/south-africa/pretoria.htm

1839.41

 WATER MANAGEMENT

 Main water connections

 Potable water inlet

 Roof catchment area

 Surface catchment area

 Rain water harvesting flow

 Water storage tanks

 Grey water purification system

 Irrigation needed

 

 WASTE

 Black water treatment at Westfort village

 SOLAR ENERGY

 Solar PV Panels

07/TECHNÉ143

Figure 7.5:  Proposed water and energy 
conservation strategies at the Heritage 
portal (Author:2016)

7.5
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7.5// 
teChniCaL
resoLution

Services

Given its remote location and the cur-

rent conditions of the site, the fort and 

the Village has no connection to for-

mal services. It is therefore critical to 

implement environmental strategies 

that accommodates the energy and 

water requirements on site. 

The water management plan includes 

the effective harvesting of rain water 

which is directed to either 5000L JOJO 

tanks or a built in steel reservoir with 

a 120 000L capacity.  Potable water 

is supplied by the adjacent municipal 

water reservoir with a 126 000L rein-

forced concrete water reservoir and 

a booster pump that ensures that the 

water is under constant pressure and 

always readily available. 

Grey water is transferred to the grey 

water purification system which circu-

lates through three different treatment 

stages. The first stage is the sedimen-

tation pond (primary treatment), water 

is then filtered through a aerobic pond 

(secondary treatment) which leads to 

the maturation pond (tertiary treat-

ment). All filtered greywater is then 

pumped back for reuse in waterclos-

ets, urinals, scullery and for irigation 

purposes. 

The kitchen roof is ideal for solar panel 

installation as it exposed to maximum 

sunlight and not visually obtrusive. A 

battery room below the kitchen allows 

for central distribution, accessible 

storage, adequate insulation and natu-

ral ventilation 

As part of a larger system, all waste is 

recycled and sorted on site and black 

water is connected to a larger system 

of sewage treatment that accommo-

dates the entire Westfort heritage vil-

lage. 

Natural Daylight

The method of contrast could also be 

explored in the effective use of natural 

light juxtaposed to the deep shadows 

of the submerged structures of the 

fort. This juxtaposition is therefore a 

mediator to another world of percep-

tion which allows for the experiential 

to take lead in the expression of place.

It reveals people, places, emotion and 

fosters the connection to the ethereal. 

Bille et al. (2007:266) considers light 

as a critical element in our social life 

through its reflection on identity, cul-

tural heritage, our morality and need to 

feel safe or rather visible in our envi-

ronment. 

The use of natural light and ventilation 

is essential to the experiential qualities 

of place. It is a physical phenomenon 

which is measurable, quantifiable and 

influential in the construction of social 

space (Bille et al. 2007:265). As an ex-

tension from the exploration on con-

trasting materials, the use of natural 

light as a respected building material 

will be utilized to further elevate and 

manipulate the experiential qualities of 

place. 

Figure 7.6: Diagrammatic exploration of 
natural light as a spatial agent (Author 
2016) 

07/TECHNÉ145

7.6

using Richard Kelly’s three main el-

emental qualities of light as a basic 

framework  it is possible to identify 

the intended spatial experience in ac-

cordance with a specific light intensity 

(Kelly 1952:24). The quantity of light 

is the natural first concern and needs 

to be assessed in support of software 

modelling to ensure that the amount 

of natural light within the building is 

sufficient according to the suggested 

programme and intended experiential 

qualities. 

The effective use of natural light as an 

alternative building material resem-

bles the very idea of phenomenology. 

By first returning to the essence of the 

spatial experience, it is possible to es-

tablish the quality of the sensory en-

gagement and then designing for the 

correct light application to enhance 

the human experience of that particu-

lar space.
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CONDITION 1
FOCAL GLOw

CONDITION 2
AMBIENT LUMINANCE

CONDITION 3
PLAY OF BRILLIANCE

Draws attention
HIGHLIGHTS

INDOOR APPLICATION

Research office
Meeting rooms

Exhibition rooms

REQUIREMENTS

Light intensity
700 - 1000  Lux

REQUIREMENTS

Light intensity
300 - 700 Lux

REQUIREMENTS

Light intensity
700-1000  Lux

DAYLIGHT SIMULATION

Revit daylight analysis

Digital storytelling

10:00

DAYLIGHT SIMULATION

Revit daylight analysis

Library

10:00

DAYLIGHT SIMULATION

Revit daylight analysis

Exhibition rooms

10:00INDOOR APPLICATION

Library
Ablution facilities
Indoor irculation

INDOOR APPLICATION

Digital archives
Recording rooms
Reflection spaces

Safe and reassuring
GRADED WASHES

Stimulates the spirit
SHARP DETAIL
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1900K - Candlelight

2650K - 40 W att bulb
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2820K - 75 W att bulb

2900K - 100 W att bulb

2980K - 200 W att bulb

3100K - Sunset / sunrise

3500K - Sunlight / end of day

3600K - 1 hour after sunrise / before sunset 

3800K - Clear flashbulb

5500K -D aylight, noon / direct sun

7000K -D aylight, overcast sky

8500K -D aylight, foggy weather

10000K -D aylight, clear skylight 
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Figure 7.7:  Daylight simulations to test 
the desired daylight requirements (Au-
thor:2016)
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Figure 7.8:  Detailed section develop-
ment of courtyard and exhibition rooms 
(Author:2016)

7.8
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Figure 7.9:  Detail exploration temporary 
roof structure (Author:2016)

7.9
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Figure 7.10:  Detail illustration of new 
exhibition rooms (Author:2016)

7.10

DETAIL ONE

NEw ExHIBITION ROOMS

ROOF

* Copper roof assembly (see next detail)

wALLS

Existing stone retaining wall with 40mm rough 

plaster interior finish

6mm safety glass in aluminium frame nail fixed 

to existing dressed stone facade and sealed with 

silicone

FLOOR

32mm recycled t&g SA PINE ® timber planks 

nailed to

228x76mm SA PINE ® timber joists spaced at 

400mm c.t.c. suspended on an existing floor slab

FINISHING

LED strip lighting glued to 50x50x2mm steel angle 

fixed to timber joists

154
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DETAIL TWO 

COPPER ROOF wITH 

SKYLIGHT INSERTS

Figure 7.11:  Detail resolution of the cop-
per roof construction (Author:2016)

7.11

600mm roofing copper sheets overlapped with 25mm standing seams and copper flashing at end connections with

8mm DELTA®TRELA spacer membrane on a 

MONIER® slip sheet laid on

20mm Pine OSB Shutter board

1200x1000x20mm clear translucent DANPALON® microcell polycarbonate glazing panels in aluminium frame

all fixed with cleats to 

150x50x3mm steel lip channels bolted to

150x90x12mm steel angle cleats welded to

305x165x40mm structural steel I-PE beam welded to

200x200x10mm steel base plated with bolts and adjustable nuts to holding down rods chemically fixed to existing stone wall
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Figure 7.12:  Detail exploration of elevat-
ed walkways (Author:2016)

7.12

STRUCTURAl SUPPORT
Floor

100/50mm pre-oxidised steel sheeting welded to 

76x50x4mm rectangular hollow steel sections bolted to 

203x133x25mm steel I-beams

balustrade

50x50x3mm square hollow section for vertical bracing-

welded to 75x75x5mm square hollow section bolted to 

65x50x6mm unequal angles bolted to steel I-beam

INFIll
4mm welded Corten steel cladding 

12mm Danpalon Multicell seamless polycarbonate sheet-

ing fixed to basic frame fixed to steel angles 

120 Pure white LED lighting strips glued to steel angles

1,300 m
m

80 mm1,700 mm

2,000 mm

1,100 m
m

400 m
m

D E T A I L  E X P L O R A T I O N
Circulation

STRUCTURAl SUPPORT
Floor

100/50mm pre-oxidised steel sheeting welded to 

76x50x4mm rectangular hollow steel sections bolted to 

203x133x25mm steel I-beams

balustrade

50x50x3mm square hollow section for vertical bracing-

welded to 75x75x5mm square hollow section bolted to 

65x50x6mm unequal angles bolted to steel I-beam

INFIll
4mm welded Corten steel cladding 

12mm Danpalon Multicell seamless polycarbonate sheet-

ing fixed to basic frame fixed to steel angles 

120 Pure white LED lighting strips glued to steel angles

1,300 m
m

80 mm1,700 mm

2,000 mm

1,100 m
m

400 m
m

D E T A I L  E X P L O R A T I O N
Circulation
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DETAIL TWO

ELEVATED STEEL wALKwAYS

Figure 7.13:  Detail resolution of elevated 
walkways (Author:2016)

7.13

1,2  00 m
m

1,400 m
m

900 m
m

60 m
m

900 m
m

60 m
m

2,000 mm

120 mm
1,900 mm

1,300 mm 200 mm

80x80mm steel square hollow section

2000x2000x60mm steel MENTIS® grid welded to square hollow sections

305x165x40mm structural steel I-PE beam with end cap bolted to 

2400x1200x4mm Corten weathering cassette steel panels screw fixed (stainless steel) with rubber 

washers to allow for expansion and prevent corrosion

60mm Balau treated handrail fixed to a stainless steel wall mount bracket at 600mm c.t.c. fixed to

150x50x3mm steel hollow section 
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SECTION B
BEACON OF HOPE

Figure 7.14:  Detail  section of the bea-
con of hope (Author:2016)

7.14
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Figure 7.15:  Detail exploration of the 
beacons (Author:2016)

7.15
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DETAIL THREE

BEACONS OF HOPE

Figure 7.16:  Detail resolution of the 
beacons (Author:2016)

7.16

1,500 mm

1,000 m
m

2,000 mm

1,200 m
m

30
5m

m

20
3m

m

MEGARAY® rotating Searchlight fixed to battery base and screw fixed to 

20mm steel base plate welded to IP-E steel columns

1200x1000x20mm clear translucent DANPALON® microcell polygarbonate glazing 

panels in aluminium frame fixed with cleats to steel purlins

2400x1200x4mm Corten weathering cassette steel panels screw fixed (stainless 

steel) with rubber washers to allow for expansion and prevent corrosion

305x165x40mm structural steel I-PE beam with end cap bolted to 

305x165x40mm structural steel I-PE columns with 600x600x20mm steel base plates 

threaded to concrete footing

150x50x3mm steel lip channels welded to steel columns
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SITE PLAN

06/DESIGN DEVELOPMENT 168167 Figure 8.1:  Proposed site plan of the 
Heritage Portal  (Author:2016)

8.1
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EVENT ONE
PORTAL RESEARCH

Figure 8.2:  Final plan of the Portal re-
search and validation event (Author:2016)

8.2
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17207/TECHNÉ171 Figure 8.3:  Section of the Portal re-
search and validation event (Author:2016)

8.3
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EVENT TWO
PORTAL LIBRARY & DOCUMENTATION

Figure 8.4:  Final plan of the Portal library 
and documentation event (Author:2016)

8.4
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17607/TECHNÉ175 Figure 8.5:  Section of the Portal re-
search and validation event (Author:2016)

8.5
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EVENT THREE
PORTAL RESTAURANT

Figure 8.6:  Final plan of the Portal res-
taurant (Author:2016)

8.6
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18007/TECHNÉ179 Figure 8.7:  Final plan of the Portal re-
search and validation event (Author:2016)

8.7
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EVENT FOuR
ExHIBITION & EVENTS

182

Figure 8.8:  Final plan of the Heritage 
Portal exhibition and storytelling addi-
tions (Author:2016)

8.8
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EVENT FIVE
REFLECTION

184Figure 8.9:  Final plan of the elevated 
viewing platforms (Author:2016)

8.9
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07/TECHNÉ185 186

Figure 8.10:  Model building process 
(Author:2016)

8.10
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Figure 8.11:  Final context model built to 
scale 1:200 (Author:2016)
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Figure 8.12:  Final presentation
 (Author:2016)
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Figure 8.13:  Night view of the Fort as a 
beacon of continuity (Author:2016)
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193192 CONCLUSION

arChiteCture as 
an experientiaL
narrative

The intention of this dissertation was 

to rehabilitate the forgotten fort in or-

der to protect its heritage significance, 

secure its future value and introduce 

continuity through experiential narra-

tion.

The site is considered the main driver 

of the project and required a compre-

hensive understanding of both the his-

torical and current context in relation to 

the process of ruination and isolation 

within highly contested continuums 

of change. This led to a brief reflection 

on specific theoretical investigations 

to clarify the appropriate heritage and 

architectural response. 

In considering the phenomenologi-

cal approach of enriching the human 

experience, the project proposed the 

Heritage Portal which exhibits heritage 

narration as an event. The design ap-

proach is largely directed by a series 

of narrative events. These events also 

adhere to the heritage legislation, en-

suring its support from the local and 

national heritage communities. The 

success of the latter is not only de-

pendent on the rehabilitation process 

but also on the continuous equal par-

ticipation from the collective. As a bea-

con of continuity that protects our fu-

ture and collective heritage, the fort is 

now transformed to an anchor of hope 

through collective storytelling. 

The proposed architecture is based 

on the key aesthetic parameter of how 

new meets old. The intention was to 

clearly differentiate the old heritage 

fabric from the new architectural inter-

ventions. Implementing a conserva-

tion strategy, the existing heritage fab-

ric is preserved without compromising 

its structural or material integrity. 

Being a monument of protection, the 

stereotomic quality of the fort now 

represents the protection of our past 

heritage and its continuity. With the ef-

fective use of materials, form and con-

textual sensitivity, the architecture me-

diates the narrative experience from 

one event to another.  The architecture 

is explored as the curator of the nar-

rative journey, although it still allows 

for the experiential through individual 

interpretation. 

By synthesizing the narrative with the 

architectural experience, the juxtapo-

sition of different materials and forms 

defines the spatial intent of each event. 

With clear distinctions between old 

and new, past and future, landscape 

and building, the once hidden and ne-

glected remnants of the past is now a 

celebration of our continuous and col-

lective future. 

Figure 9.1: First conceptual model of 
the Fort as a beacon of continuity and 
belonging (Author 2016) 

9.1

 A friend took me to the most amaz-

ing place the other day. It’s called 

the Auguste-um. Octavian Augustus 

built it to house his remains. When 

the barbarians came they trashed 

it a long with everything else. The 

great Augustus, Rome’s first true 

great emperor. How could he have 

imagined that Rome, the whole world 

as far as he was concerned, would 

be in ruins. It’s one of the quietest, 

loneliest places in Rome. The city 

has grown up around it over the cen-

turies. It feels like a precious wound, 

a heartbreak you won’t let go of be-

cause it hurts too good. 

We all want things to stay the same. 

Settle for living in misery because 

we’re afraid of change, of things 

crumbling to ruins. Then I looked  

around at this place, at the chaos it 

has endured – the way it has been 

adapted, burned, pillaged and found 

a way to build itself back up again. 

And I was reassured, maybe my life 

hasn’t been so chaotic, it’s just the 

world that is, and the real trap is get-

ting attached to any of it. 

A ruin is a gift. A ruin is the road to 

transformation.

(Gilbert 2006:223)
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